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x. imrRODucTioH 
Investigations into the phylogeny of the injects hare 
hwn numerous. The morphological aspects of the Phylum Ax thro- 
pods attracted attention as early as 1896 when Haeckel pub* 
llshed his memorable work on systematic phylogeny of inver¬ 
tebrates. From that time on, the problems of arthro od hylo- 
geny and morphology have attracted the attention of some of 
the moot competent researchers in the field of Biology. 
Bit by bit, these men have, by their collective efforts 
assembled a vast amount of literature, and as a result we oan 
trace, in general lines, the history of the Arthropods from 
earliest Cambrian times to the present. But man, by nature 
is not satisfied until bis works are complete, and oven after 
all these years, there remain gaps in the historical pattern 
to Intrigue the student of arthropod phylogeny. 
The ancestry of the Bexapoda has been one of the '•hot¬ 
test comers11 in the field of Insect car diology and phylogeny. 
numerous theories have been offered for the consideration of 
scientists* ranging all the way from tho ie which purport to 
derive the Insects directly fro© the Annelida, to those which 
seek the insectan precursors among the relatively advanced 
Hyriopoda. 
Of all these theories, that of the Descent of Insects 
from Crustacea has seemed to us to be the most logical, and 
when it was realized that the opportunity presented itself 
for study under the most rigorous proponent of the Cruata- 
oesun theory, the direction of our Initial attempt in the 
field of scientific investigation was decided. 
The present paper consists of three parts. Part X 
considers some of the more prominent theories which hare 
been proffered to explain the phylogenesis of the Rexa oda. 
Part XX Is composed of a digest of the present status of 
the Crustacean Theory, with some remarks on the Adumbra¬ 
tion Theory which is essential to the comprehension of the 
former. Part XIX consists of a study of the gross mr hoi- 
©gy of the mandibles of certain Crustacea, with the pro¬ 
blems of lnseotan history in mind. We believe that we hare 
succeeded in tracing the evolution of certain trends in the 
mandibles of Crustacea by consideration of modem forms. ;e 
have found no single fact that would militate against the 
Crustacean Theory, but have confirmed some of the previous 
work of Crampton, and have described the mandibles of forms 
which have never before been considered. 
» 
II. CCBSIDERATIOH Of SOHS Of THE THEORIES Of INOSCT ORIOII 
A- Descent fxm EolYOhaete Annelida - flMBr 
Almost all are agreed that the Arthropod heritage is 
anneliden in character, and that the phylum of segmented 
worsts furnished the precursors of arthropod stock even as 
3 
that phylum presents the basic features of the arthropod 
body plan* The annelid body consists of segments or meta- 
meres as docs the arthropod body, annelids have the dor¬ 
sal blood vessel, the central alimentary canal, and ventral 
nerve chain. They have a dorsal brain connected with the 
ventral nerve chain by clrcumoesophageal commissures. They 
furnish the prootomium, the prototypes for the acrcnal re¬ 
gion of labium, dypeus and frons of arthropods* 3omc 
annelids exhibit an Incipient leg segmentation and the ten¬ 
dency toward cephallration is manifest in the trochochore 
of such annelids as Lophodorhynchus. Thus, all of the fun¬ 
damental features of the arthropod body are anticipated in 
the Annelida, and there is no doubt but that the segmented 
worms represent the common ancestor of Onychophora and 
Arthropods. 
If.B. Sal ton*, however, went so far as to derive the 
Insects directly from the annelids. Most theories attempt 
to seek the derivation of Hexapods from some core primitive 
group of arthropods. 
Dalton* s first claim is that the legs and wings of in¬ 
sects are the homolcgues of the polyohaete paraoodia. The 
insect leg, he would consider a specialised development of 
the annelid neuropodium, and the wing, a development of the 
*Walton, 1937 
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note'odium. Beyond theae simple assumptions, Walton does 
not proofed. 
such & theory has obvious defects. Walton makes no 
attest to account for the side gap between the polychaete 
annelids and the highly specialized Insects. He cannot or 
does not supply living or fossil forms tint surely moot stood 
intermediate between the two extremes of worm and insect. Hor 
does he explain why, if legs and wings are homologous with 
paxapodia, all segments of the Insect body do not bear them. 
And he fails to show how the complex musoulature of the in* 
sect appendages was derived from the comparatively simple, 
and histologically different musculature of the annelid 
parapodlua. 
lalton*s theory of the desoent of Insects from an 
anncli&an form is unsatisfactory and incomplete, and cannot 
stand against the mass of por hological evidence for Craasptot^s 
Theory, or the detailed embryologlcal studies of Snodgrass, 
or the developmental details set forth by Tillyard. It 
lacks the logicality of the more widely accepted theories, 
and its weakest point is the unfilled hiatus that it leaves 
between the primitive annelidan precursor and the relatively 
advanced and highly specialized insect. 
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S. Descent of Insects from Trilobltes - Handlirsoh*s Theory. 
One of the groups of arthropods most interesting to 
the morphologist la the Trllobita. They are very primitive 
types found in the rocks from the Cambrian to the Permian 
and appear to have dominated the whole Palaeozoic £ra. It 
is obvious from their primitive features, their combination 
of Crustacean and merostomlan characteristics, and their 
great antiquity, that their phylogenetic position is near 
the base of the arthropod line. The attempts to define 
their phylogenetic and taxonomic positions have been legion. 
Handlirsoh* has proposed a theory which derives the 
Insect3 from the trilobltes. He postulates that the 
Pterygota (called Pterygogenea by Handlirsoh) are the orig¬ 
inal insects and that the Apterygota are reduced or derived 
types. The ancestral type of Pterygote is represented by 
the extinct Order Palaeodiotyoptera (Pig. 35) of the Upper 
Carboniferous. Their fore and hind wings were carried out¬ 
spread as in modern Odonata, and they bore rudimentary wings 
on the prothorax. Their abdominal segments likewise bore 
small lateral processes of the tergites or paranots. It is 
from the paranoia of Trilobltes that Handlirsoh would de¬ 
rive the insect wings. Handlirsoh brings in as proof of 
the origin of the insect wings from the paranoia of trilo- 
•Handlirscb 1903 
a 
bites, an unpublished observation of a Dr. 3ulc to the 
effect that the traobeation of the lateral thoracic flap of 
^eplsma is homologous with that of the larval wing in 
Pterygota* The notal flaps in Apterygota, then, are not 
rudiments but vestiges of original wings* But, Hr* Tonnoir 
has shown Dr* $ulo*s observation to be incorrect, and has 
established that the tracheation of the notal flap in 
Leoisaa is anything but fixed and regular* 
Handlirsoh states that trilobites with few post- 
cephalic segments are known, and trilobites have been found 
with many postcephalic segments* He know of trilobites 
with narrow bodies, and of trilobites with broad, flattened 
bodies. #6 also know of trilobites with compound eyes and 
three ooelll, and we know of at least one genus with ter¬ 
minal cerd* Furthermore, trilobites, like insects, had 
but one pair of antennae. How, according to Handlirsoh, 
somewhere between the extremes of trilobites as mentioned 
above, should be a creature with the features requisite 
for an Insect ancestor* 
# 
He attempts to fill the long gap between the trilo¬ 
bites and the insects by constructing an hypothetical larva 
(Fig. 35) of the Palaeodictyoptera, and places the origin 
of the Insects in the Lower Carboniferous or Upper Devonian 
at the earliest* 
Handlirsoh10 theory has several objectionable features 
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which should not be overlooked. Re proposes ^shat kind of 
a trlloblte might have been the ancestor of the Rexapoda, 
but does not prove that ouch a creature was the Insec tan 
precursor, or that it ever existed. It Is, as Tillyard 
remarks, all merely plausible hypothesis. 
Handllrsch1a claim that the Pterygota are more prim¬ 
itive than the Apterygota, and that the latter are degen¬ 
erate is not acceptable to aoet morphologists, and Tilly- 
ard*s discovery of Collembola in the hover Devonian Hhynie 
Chert beds along with Acarida, Cruotacea and the most 
primitive vascular plants (e.g., Rural a and Hornea) tends 
to dispute HandXirsoh,s contention that the Apterygota are 
not primitive. If Handllrsch la correct, winged insects 
preceded the wingless ones, and oust have existed prior to 
the tower Devonian, yet fossil winged insects are unknown 
earlier than the Upoer Carboniferous. 
Handllrsch makes no attempt to trace the derivation 
of the Insect mandible from the primitive epipodite-bearing 
trlloblte appendage, nor to explain the lack of intermediate 
stages which should illustrate the loss of the endo odite 
and the transformation of the podognathous type of jaw In¬ 
to the eugnathous mandible. 
Bandlirsch’a theory falls on the mistaken homology of 
the tracheation of the aotal flaps of heplsaa with the devel¬ 
oping wings of insects, on the assumption that Pterygota pro- 
8 
cceded Apterygota, and on the lack of intermediate types 
between the trilobitea and insects, his reconstruction 
of an hypothetical Palaeodlctyopteran larva notwithstand¬ 
ing. It illustrates another attempt to trace the phylo- 
geny of insects which has failed to gain universal support. 
0. Descent of Insects from Primitive Terrestrial Precursors - 
Yersluys* Theory. 
There have been several attempts to attribute to the 
insects a terrestrial ancestry, and most of these theories 
have pointed to the Hyrlopoda and the Onychophora. The 
latter have been assumed to be the ancestors of insects by 
many whose immaglnation has been captured by the resemblances 
due to community of origin, but not indicative of direct 
ancestry. That the onychoohoran theory of the descent of 
insects is so universally accepted and is half-heartedly 
taught in general college courses in Toology and even in 
Entomology is an unfortunate commentary on the extent to 
whioh the works of such men as Hansen, Carpenter, Crarapton, 
Tillyard, and Snodgrass are studied by those who purport 
to be instructors in biology. It remains true that most 
of those who glibly announce or imply that the arthropods 
came from the annelids directly through the Onychophora are 
not informed as to the doubt on this matter by competent 
investigators and it is safe to assume that many such are 
not altogether familiar with the main parts of the 
onyohophoran theory Itself. 
Versluys has made one of the most prominent state¬ 
ments of the onychophoran theory. He has attempted to re¬ 
vise the old group Tracheata, and to place that group at 
the very base of the arthropod stem. His work deals main¬ 
ly with the arachnids, hut has important bearing on the 
ancestry of insects as veil. 
Versluys reasons that external morphology indicates 
« i 
a close alliance between the Scorpion!da and Kurypterida. 
then, he points out that the Palplgr&dl, Solpugidae and 
Chemetides are more primitive than Scorpions by virture 
of the two free thoracic segments, even though these be 
terrestrial creatures. He also claims that a study of the 
structure of the eyes of Llmulus and Scorpions shows that 
those of soorplons are the more primitive as types and that 
the eyes of Lltaulus must have been derived from the scor- 
plonld type. The appendages of Llmulus and of Surypterids 
are more specialized than the appendages of sooroiono and, 
hence, the liklihood of the former being derived from the 
latter* 
It appears, then, according to Versluyg, that the 
terrestrial scorpionid types are more generalized and 
primitive than the relatively advanced marine forms as 
represented by hlmulue and the Surypterids. Versluys 
would hold that the marine environment of tlmlus and 
other aquatic arachnids is secondary, and that all ar&ch~ 
>* 
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aids were primitively terrestrial. 
Bow the ayriopod# are progon^ate, according to 
Versluys1. He reasons that both rayrlopods and arachnids, 
being >*rogeneate, mst have arisen from a common stock, 
and that this common ancestry Is a terrestrial one as in¬ 
dicated by the primitive position of the scorpions. Then, 
because the arachnids never developed true mandibular jaws, 
the dichotomy leading to Arachnid a on one hand, and the 
Crustaoea, Myriopoda and Inrrocta on the other, suet have 
been very ancient, and the above groups could only come 
from an exceedingly primitive progone&te tracheate, or 
terrestrial stem. The ancient ancestor, Versluys holds, 
could only be the Onychdphcra. 
There are three points on which Versluys1 interpre¬ 
tation falls* In the first place, the most primitive ar¬ 
thropods, such ae Crustacea, trllobltes, which ought to be 
tracheate if they are primitive are marine form, are non- 
traeheate and breath through the Integument or by means of 
gills. There is every indication that ouch forms are prim¬ 
itive, however, and not reduced, and that the non-tracheate 
feature is an original one. 3here, then, is the necessity 
for a common tracheate ancestor for insects and myrlopoda? 
^Bot all sgrrlopo&s are progoneate, for the Chi lopeda and 
Bohitotarsia are opisthogemeate. 
An analysis of tracheae In arthropods does not indi¬ 
cate that they are necessarily homologous, and there is no 
reason to assume that they could not have arisen separately 
in the various groups of arthropods in which they are pres¬ 
ent. After all, tracheae are merely means of Increasing 
the respiratory surfaces and are only lnva#lnations of the 
tody wall while gills are means to the same end, and are 
only evaginatlons of the body wall. It would be absurd to 
attempt to hoaologise all the different types of gills 
among marine arthronodan forms, and we would insist that 
any attempt to hoaologise the tracheae in these groups is 
just as untenable. 
Furthermore, the record of marine arthropods is un¬ 
broken clear back to the Cambrian, and they undoubtedly go 
back even somewhat further in time. There Is no concrete 
record of terrestrial arthropods in the early Palaeozoic 
with the exception of ouch Cambrian Cnycbophora as Ayoheala 
and the Pre-Cambrian Xenusion3’*2, but other terrestlal 
tracheates are unknown prior to the appearance of the 
3oor >ions in the Silurian, and then, some of the ancient 
scorpions were marine. 
Tersluys theory is not the answer we are seeking. lie 
* See Snodgrass 1938 
2 According to Crampton, these were marine; and Walcott des¬ 
cribes them as possible annelids not Onyohopbora* 
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would derive the tfyriopoda and Arachnid* from the Onycho- 
phora and have the Uyriopoda and Xn&ecta come from a cara¬ 
mon ancestor. But hie presentation is too generalised and 
he does not outline the succession of intermediate forms re* 
quired in such a manner as to he convincing. Bis man argu¬ 
ment rests on the tracheae of arthro ods which are possibly 
of no raore phylogenetic significance than the gills in t he 
same group. We would criticize his theory for its lade of 
attention to the morphological details of Crustacea* Myrio- 
poda and Insect*. The gaps In his phylogenetic tree are too 
great* and our conclusion mist be that Versluys* like Dalton, 
Handlirsch* and others, has not the final answer to our problem. 
D. Eteaoent of Insects from Kyrloooda * Brauer>s Caaoodea 
22&2SX* ' 
The Uyriopoda are another group which has been studied 
with the intention of determining the ancestry of insects. 
Most of the theories which purport to derive the Inseots 
from Hyriopoda are variations of Brauer*s so-called Cam odea 
theory. 
Brauxer* s theory*, stated very simply, is that all 
living insects sprang from a type very similar to that rep¬ 
resented by the thysanuran genua CamxKlea (Fig. 36} ant! that 
* Braucr 1869. 
13 - 
This type la preserved in the larvae of many winged insects. 
Br&uer claimed that the Caapodea tyne came over fro© the 
Chilo^ods, and that the Cbiloods sprang from onyeboohoran 
forebears. 
The presentation of Brauer'a theory inaugurated a 
search for relatives of Oasaf odea outside of the Class Xnnecta, 
and a school arose that held Soolopendrclla (Fig. 37) and 
Cam-odea to be closely associated. Pocock* maintained the 
symphylan Soolopen&rella to be *the fora that cones nearest 
to the Hypothetical ancestor of the two great divisions of 
tracheates* (myrlopods and Insects). Eventually all pre¬ 
vious theories of the origin of insects from myriopo&an 
types came to be clustered around the idea that the ocolo- 
pendrold type leads over to the Campodea type, and through 
the latter to the Pterygota. 
The resemblances between 3colopepdrella and primitive 
Insects such as Cam odea are, it is to be admitted, many. 
The i oholopendroid head capsule resembles that of Cam: odea. 
even to the T-shaped suture. Antennae of both Soolopen- 
drella and Qamoodea are long and many-segnented. Two pairs 
of maxillae are present in both Scolooendrella and Caaoodea. 
while other groups of progoneate ayxiopoda possess only one 
pair.* 2 All legs except the first pair In acolopendrella. 
^Pocock 1893 
2 a.E. Carpenter (1905) claims that the dlplopod Polyxenus 
has two pairs of maxillae. 
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resemble those of Collembola In structure*, having four 
segments and with the tibio-tarsus ending in a claw plus 
an emoodium.1 At the base of each leg,(in 3colot>entIrella) 
is a movable style with an evernible ventral saC associa¬ 
ted; although abdominal legs are absent in Thyennura, Mov¬ 
able styles and ventral sacs occur throughout the group on 
« 
a number of the abdominal segments. The last abdominal seg¬ 
ment (in 3colopendrella) bears unsegmented cerci; cerci oo- 
cur similarly in all Thyaanura, and they are unsegmented in 
the Japygidae. Malpighian tubules are present at. the art- 
terior end of the hind gut as is the case in Insects. The 
alimentary canal (In Ocolopendrella) is similar to that in 
Camoodca. and rectal glands are present in both forms. 
There are also anal glands at the tips of the cetci of 
3colopendrella as in the Thysanuran Ami any x. (Fig. 33). 
* 
4fe have assembled an impressive list of resemblances 
between the scolopendrold types of Myrlopoda and Oamoodea. 
and it is certain, at least, that Scolopcndrella represents 
a primitive sector of the ayriopodan stock. But, there are 
several important differences between the two types which 
militate against the theory. 
In the first place, the mandibles of 3colopendrella 
♦Empodium - a small, median appendage between the claws of 
many insects. 
^ Ktelng, 1928 
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are t^o-*seg?aented and no known primitive insect has tec- 
segmented mandibles. If the insects are descended from 
Syraphyla, there ought to be evidence of a two-segmented 
mandible in some orimltive hexapods. 
Then again* the tergltes and stemites of Scolooen- 
dxella do not coincide as in insects* there being only 
thirteen stemltes (twelve bearing legs plus the anal 
sternlte) and fifteen or sixteen tergltes. But* this may 
* * 
be accounted for in the details of development* where 
fusion or loss may have taken place. 
The third point against the scolopendroid version of 
the Caraoodea Theory is the position of the gonopore. In¬ 
sects are oplsthogoneate* and they must have descended from 
forms with either epiathogeneate features* or whloh were 
sufficiently generalised in this respect to give rise to 
both progoneate and oplsthogoneate lines of descent* 
The chief objection* however* to deriving the in¬ 
sects from 3ymphyla is that the latter are too highly spec¬ 
ialised to be ancestral to many primitive types of insects. 
They lack eyes, have retracted mouth parts which are too 
highly developed to be ancestral to some of the primitive 
mouth parts found in primitive insects. Syamhyla cannot com¬ 
pare with Crustacea, for instance* in offering prototypes 
for insectan morphological features, and where detailed com¬ 
parisons are made* it is readily shown that the 3ymohyla 
fall far short of the standards set by Crustacea in furnish- 
16 — 
in^ the requisite features fox the ancestor of the insects. 
The Oampodea theory rests on the assumption that 
Oaapodea is the most primitive insect. This position is 
not supported by many modern writers who prefer to assign 
hechilla to the post. 
iiaohllis has jaore abdominal limbs (eight pairs bear¬ 
ing styll) than any other insect. The oerol of Caching 
are large, and multi-segmented and therefore more primitive. 
The walking lege of ilachllia are larger, more primitive, and 
better developed than those of other Apterygota, including 
CiU^odea. The mesa- and meta-thoracic legs of Kachilis have 
styll, while these of other insects have not. (These are, 
however, present in Symphyla). The south parts of Machills 
are of the exposed type, are well-developed, and aould not 
conceivably be derived from the concealed, specialized 
mouthparts of Oampodea* The paragnaths, characteristic of 
Crustacea, are well-developed in Machilis. but feebly devel¬ 
oped in all other Apterygota. Maxillary palpi in l ^chills 
are large, but are reduced to vestiges in Oamoodea. and 
there are many other features in which Machilis is more 
primitive than Oampodea. 
The obvious difficulty with Brewer*a Theory is how to 
derive the machilids from the relatively advanced Campodean 
types. 
Except for the above points, this is one of the best 
m 
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theories yet offered In the attempt to solve the problem 
of the phylogcny of the Insects. 
X. Descent from & Primitive Frotomoruhlo Ancestor - tlliyard 
Dr. R.J. Tlliyard first promulgated his theory of the 
Descent of Insects from protomorphle ancestors In an address 
given before the Brisbane Meetings of the A. A. A. 8. In Hay, 
1930. The theory Is an Ingenious attempt to correlate his 
discovery of Collembola in the Fhynie Chert Beds with the 
phylogeny of the arthropods and it is a fine example of log* 
ioal reasoning from an established basis of argument. But, 
when one is through perusing it, he possibly knows something 
of the evolution in the Myriopoda ind Insects, but Is left 
with an hypothetical ancestor for these groups which does not 
show any particular relationships to more primitive groups 
of arthropods. 
Tlliyard*e work is based primarily on three principal 
arguments: (1) that arthropods may be classified on the 
basis of three types of ontogenetical development; (2) that 
the position of the gonepore is of primary significance in 
traoing the evolution of arthropods*; (3) and that the dis¬ 
covery of *Collembola* in the bower Devonian clinches the 
lof even greater significance than morohological homologies 
between the Insects and Crustacea, to Judge from Tlliyard*® 
disregard of the latter. 
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above arguments and establishes their validity.1 
The argument of this theory is based on an arrangement 
of the Insects which holds the Oollembola to be the moot 
primitive, the Proturn to be the next cast off the main 
stem, the Thyoanura £ntotro?hloa to be the next off the main 
line, and the Thys&nura Ketotrophica to be the most highly 
specialised of those yet mentioned. Then, Tlllyard main¬ 
tains that the Kachilidae came from the main stem, followed 
later by the lepiesatldae which lead over to the Apterygota 
through the Epheacrida and Odonatau 
Tlllyard states that the ancestor of Crustacea is “no* 
represented by the Hau llua larva*. LInulus also has its 
trllobite larva which Indio*tea an anoestor with fewer seg¬ 
ments than possessed by the modem adult. He therefore con¬ 
cludes that the arthropods and their respective Classes have 
evolved from simpler forms with fewer segments. 
The larval head of the Haupllus consists of four seg¬ 
ments plus the ,lpro8toaiaL,, region. According to Tlllyard 
this stage represents an ancestral condition which featured 
a four-segmented head. He also introduces the hypothesis 
that the maxiliulae of Insects or the paragnaths of Crustacea 
^According to Craapton, there is reason to believe that 
these "Collersbola" were Crustacea. 
(which Crampton has shown to be homologous)* along with the 
hyoopharynx, formed the lower lip of this four-segmented 
head. 
He then launohed Into hia aeries of steps by which 
the higher arthropods are classified on three tyoes of onto- 
genetical development. All progoneate Hyriopoda, lie., 
3y»phyla, Panropoda, and Dlplopoda, add segments to the body 
after hatohlng. This is the phenomenon of anamorphosis, and 
auoh forms are said to be anamorphlo. Protura, Thy3anura, 
and Pterygota hatch with the full number of segments fully 
attained (Higher Crustacea auoh as the Deoapoda are also In 
this category), this lo the phenomenon of eplmorohocis. and 
suoh forms are said to be eplmorohlo. In the Oollerobola, on 
the other hand, embryologies! development proceeds until six 
abdominal segments are formed and stops. This is much less 
than the number of abdominal segments in Protura which is 
twelve. Tillyard reasons that the Colleabola are distinctive 
in that they produce no additional segments after hatching, 
and that the adult oolleabolan never attains the normal 
number of segments for an lnseot. this type of development, 
wherein segmentation is complete before hatching, but the 
normal number for insects is not attained, Tillyard terms 
protomorphosts. and the Colletsbola are protomorphic. 
•Crampton, 1913 
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Having previously established by citing the Km llua of 
Crustaeoa and the trtloblt.e .larv^ of Llmulus. that forms 
with fewer segments are more primitive, then Tlliyard rea¬ 
sons that the protoaorphio forms are more primitive than 
the enamor hie types, and that, being more specialised in 
development, the epiaorphlc types are more advanced than 
those exhibiting anamorphosis. 
He attacks the crustacean descent of inseots by ata- 
% 
ting that there is no evidence that the walking legs of 
myrlopods and Inseots were ever blramous, and that the 
coxal styles of the Uachilldae are neither expedite nor 
eplpodite, but are special developments on the common ances¬ 
tor of myrio ods and inseots. 
Vlth the basis established, and assuming that the 
protociorhio Colleabola are primitive and not reduced, 
Tlliyard le hard put to find an ancestral group from which 
the insects might have been derived. Crustacea, Hyriopoda, 
Trllobita, Onychophora, etc., all have too many segments to 
be ancestral to the Collembola if, as Tlliyard maintains, 
the latter are primitive. So he is forced to resort to an 
hypothetical ancestral type, deducing its characters from 
the criteria imposed upon it by his own theory. 
His ^ancestor* had a body of 15 accents at the most, 
with five for the head, and ten for the trunk. The head seg¬ 
ments are amalgamated Into a capsule, as in Collembola, and, 
as in Collembola, the appendages of the trito-corebral 
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somite were lacking. The sup^rlingu&e and hy*H*pharyax 
were well-developed indicating that they formed the under- 
lip In a not-too-far distant ancestor with a four-segmented 
head. Each abdominal segment carried a pair of simple 
walking legs except the last which fora cerci, thus mak¬ 
ing the ancestor *iayriopodantt In character. Respiration was 
directly through the integument, and the geological borison 
of the creature was the Upper 311urlan. These are the char¬ 
acters of the hypothetical Class Protaptera which Tillyard 
erects to support his contention that Colleabola are the 
most primitive Insects. 
In 1935 Tillyard discarded his previous belief that 
gonads In the ancestors of insects and rayriooods were seg¬ 
mental. Els protoaorohle ancestor now has only four posfr* 
cephalic segments. The primitive gonoporea ore located on 
the third post cephalic segment. How, according to Tillyard, 
the process of anamorphosis nay operate anteriorly and pos¬ 
teriorly from the gonoporal segment, and additional segments 
were budded off from that segment, before and behind in the 
Protaptera to produce either progoneate or oplsthogoneatc forms.1 
From this hypothetical fora Tillyard traces the lines 
of descent among myriopoda and insects* Holding the posi¬ 
tion of the gonoporea to be significant, he postulates that 
^Itaeas, 1936 
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the first dichotomy must have been into progoneate and 
opisthogoneate stocks. From the progoneate stem arose 
the Symphyla, Pauropoda, and Diplopoda* This progoneate 
line has no living protomorphic representatives correspond¬ 
ing to the Collembola In the opisthogoneate line, but the 
Symphyla, Pauropoda and Diplopoda increase In si2© by ana¬ 
morphosis. The oplethogone&te stem dlchomomized once more 
into the opisthogoneate "oyriopodan* line and the Insects. 
All of the opisthogoneate rayriopods remained amamorphic up 
to the chilopod stage; the latter are eplmorphio. In the 
insectan branch of the opisthogoneate line, the Collembola 
are the lowest, being protomorphio. The Protura add seg- 
raente by anamorphosis, and represent the anamorphic stage 
In the development of the Class Inseota. The Thysanura 
Sntotrophloa and Sototrophica have advanced to epimorphosis. 
The hexapod tendency set in early in the opisthogoneate 
line and produced the protomorphic Collembola, necessitating 
an early division of the opisthogoneate into the Oplstho- 
goneata proper and the Insects. 
Basing his reasoning on this theory, Tillyard offers 
the following classification: 
I. Progoneate 
Subclasses: 
Symphyla 
Pauropoda 
Diplopoda 
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IX. Glass Oplsthogoneata: 
ftMmosi 
Ofcllopod* 
8ehlsotar8U* 
III. Glass Injecta: 
0 
Subclassesi 
Colleabola 
Protura 
Thysanura 
Pterygota 
Ss bare seen that Tlllyard derives the Insects frost 
an hypothetical protomorphic ancestor. This say be said 
for his theory: he does not attribute any characters to 
his ancestor vhich prevent its being ancestral to Insects 
and ayrioroda. But, the ancestor is merely a nebulous com¬ 
bination of the chief factors of the primitive progoneates 
and o' isthogoneates. Beyond the discovery of Collembola in 
the Devonian, we have no palaeontological evidence that 
sup orts the theory, and this single fact seems hardly 
enough. 
Tlllyard* a theory is based upon the assumption that 
position of the gonopore is of primary evolutionary signi¬ 
ficance, and that the higher arthropods nay be segregated 
according to the net hod by which segments are added to the 
body. 
Tlllyard admits that “the outcome of all that Cramp ton 
has written appears that, so far there is no inherent 
impossibility that the insects nay have descended from 
Syncarida or some closely allied group11 ♦ He states, however. 
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that It doe8 not appear to be likely. 
w* would criticise Tlllyard for not associating hie 
hypothetical ancestral Protaptera with scxae more primitive 
fiptoup or groups of a rthro ods. He merely assembles certain 
▼ague features requisite for an ancestor of the insects and 
rayrio ods, as he sees the problem, and says, "This is it!41 
But as to what *lt* actually Is, or was, wc are left unin¬ 
formed. The characters which Tlllyard offers for his ances¬ 
tor might be those of come primitive oruetaoeold from 3uch 
as Crass ton hypothesises, yet Tlllyard denies the osoibil- 
ity. He entirely neglects the compelling evidence of com¬ 
parative morphology whioh Craapton, in his long aeries of 
papers, has assembled, and leaves us completely in the dark 
as to the systematic position of this hypothetical pre¬ 
cursor. In other words, Tlllyard has proposed an imag¬ 
inary ancestor which meets his requirements but which is 
hardly specific enough to satisfy one who is trying to 
find some account for the tantalizing homologies among tbs 
mouth parts, heads, and appendages of insects and Crustacea. 
Tlllyard*o criteria for an ancestor do not rule out 
the *crustaeeoid" types since some early *Cru3tacecid* forms 
may welt have been protoaorphlo, have hod fewer segments, 
and a sufficiently primitive genital system. 
The conclusions to be dr&UH from Tlllyard1 a exposi¬ 
tion are that, while the theory is logical, it is not def- 
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lnlte; we know the characteristics of his hypothetical an¬ 
cestor, hat we do not know exactly what It is in tense of 
arthropod taxonomy; he does not relate his ancestor to any 
specific primitive groups, .Indeed, he ignores the Crustacea 
completely in his phylogenetic outline, and we are left 
without any explanation of the remarkable morphological 
similarities between Insects and Crustacea* 
Iillyardfa theory of the descent of insects from a 
Protomorphlo Ancestor has the merit of careful workmanship 
and logicality, but it does not conclude with the degree 
of definiteness and certainty which must he required of 
any satisfactory theory to answer our problem. 
r. %,3SS3l &SB - Htf Theory 
A restatement of the Symohylan Theory of Insect Des¬ 
cent has been made by Xmas*’ who makes a detailed list of the 
comparable points between the Symphyla, as represented by 
Ccolooendrella (Fig. 37), and the cam^odean type of Thy- 
sandxa. He, of course, notes the same resemblances between 
3ym hyla and insects as cited by Brauer, Pocock and other 
sua orters of rayriopodan theories* Ee also view Camnodea 
(Fig. 36) as the most primitive tyoe of insect. 
lama constructs an hypothetical ancestral insect by 
XJjms, 1336 
and holds combining the features of Symohyla and 
that the * ancestor * is a direct derivation of oymbylan 
stock not unlike modern 3ymhyla. 
The objections to the symphylid theories are, as we 
have said, that Syaphyla are orogoneate, their mandibles 
are two-eegsented, their termites am! stemltes do not 
correspond numeric lly, and the theory Itself is generally 
one-sided because it does not inolude an account of the 
Crustacea. 
Isas attempts to get around the gonopore difficulty 
by hypothesising an atrophy of the anteriorly placed pro¬ 
ducts in the Syanhyla and the generation of a new and pos¬ 
teriorly-located pair. This "explanation* is highly un¬ 
satisfactory, for most zoologists are inclined to be skep¬ 
tical of tbe hypothetical appearance of organs out of thin 
air, and thin proffered suggestion of Toms*, while lrsgenluouo 
has no joints in its favor other than that it fits conven¬ 
iently into the Symphylan Theory. Evidence of the deriva¬ 
tion of a secondary, csterior pair of gonoduots is com¬ 
pletely lacking. 
liras tries to explain the derivation of the single- 
segmented mandible of Insects from the two-segmented mandi¬ 
ble of Syjsphyli&a by ankylosis or fusion. 
But the most severe criticism to be meted out to the 
sup or ter s of myriopodan theories is that they neglect a 
consideration of Crustacea. There are three groups of aft- 
tetmate—mandibulatc arthropods, all closely knit by the ooe*~ 
non possession of morphological and Physiological features 
of fundamental importance* Of these, the Crustacea are rec¬ 
ognised to be the Claes which preserves the most archaic 
features. In fact, they are * geologically the oldest, and 
morphologically the most primitive* of all the Handibulata* 
The Crustacea form one third of the great group Kandibulata* 
They are closely related to both ayriopods and insects* 
They are extremely primitive* We would maintain, therefore, 
that no theory of Inscots descent can be acceptable or com¬ 
plete that Ignores this Class entirely. 
To be aooeptable, any theory of insect ancestry must 
consider all three groups of Handibulata, and must indicate 
the evolutionary lines of development and Phylogenetic posi¬ 
tion of ench one. Those who have considered Insects and 
myriooodn without giving attention to Crustacea, have not 
studied the complete problem, and cannot obtain a final 
answer! 
XII. THE PHESSHT STATUS OF THE CSU3TACEAB THEOHT 
ABB AH IHTEHPHETATIOH OF THE THH.’OHI OF AUUHBRATI0H3. 
A.. Thz Adumbration Theory 
A proper under standing of the Crustacean Theory of 
Insect Phylogeny, or of any eroluticnaxy process, depends 
upon a comprehension of the Adumbration Theory. Such Is 
the name given to the theory which interprets all evolu¬ 
tionary processes in tens of tendencies, and takes partic¬ 
ular note of the attempts of various genetio (?) proolivi- 
ties to express themselves in successive evolutionary stages 
and under a variety of conditions. In the field of Botany, 
Blackman3, and Fritach2, dealing with the lover Protophyta 
and colonial algae, have promulgated a theory which corres¬ 
ponds to the Adumbration Theory as expressed by Cramoton in 
many of his papers on Crustaoea and insects. 
The Evolutionary pattern Is demarkated by an ascend¬ 
ing series of horieons distributed along the geological time- 
line. At each horivon, something new is introduced, or some 
great change takes place. Thus, the Periods of the great 
geological Eras are marked off by changes in land masses. 
*BlaCkm rfi, 1900 
3rrltGCh, 1339. 
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the rising or sicking of continents, and the extinction or 
predominance of biologicil species. But, time la also 
marked off in shorter portions than the geological Periods, 
and in the eTolution of any one group of organisms we have 
levels, stages, or herirons which are represented in these 
organisms by new morphological details. Thus, in the Algae, 
in the transition from Protophytes to multicellular plants, 
many attempts along many different lines were tried before 
adaptable and successful methods of the combination of sin- 
gle cells into unified, holistic, multicellular organisms 
were evolved. These algal attempts are represented by the 
tendencies toward the Volvocine, Tetraoorine and Endo- 
sphaerine types which all appear to be experiments toward 
*multicellularism* by protophyte plants. 
In the same way, we see that the Crustacea make many 
attempts to produce an adequate and adaptable chewing organ 
before finally evolving the aysidacean type which furnishes 
the basic plan for succeeding forms of mandibles. 
According to the Adumbration Theory, then, evolution 
progresses by trial and error. Organisms continually intro¬ 
duce new tendencies which manifest themselves in a variety 
of morphological structures until one, which has *survival 
value* is produced, and a new structure, a new organism, a 
new genus, or a new order takes its place on the evolution¬ 
ary stage. 
Bow these tendencies which color the phylogenetic 
i 
BV , * . 
Kf jt.• ' 'a*! a 
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picture must be all contained within the ancestral group* 
in ranch the ease incomprehensible miner that the adult 
asn, x?ith all the details of adult morphology, ie contained 
within the egg. The Protocrustocea, that group ancestral 
to all of the crustacean forms, must hare had, in the first 
place, the potentialities for all of the aorohologic fear* 
turs exhibited in the Orders which sprang from it. And, 
these features tend to crop out whenever the combination of 
factors (genetic, or Caterer they may he) is favorable to 
their manifestation. In this way, two widely separated or~ 
danisms may have sever 1 morphological details in common 
without being closely related or descended one from the 
other. Such a condition is represented by the Myriopoda 
and Insects# So one denies the important morphological 
similarities between the two groups, but to claim that the 
Injects actually came from myriopodan forms Is to Ignore 
the principlesof the Adumbration theory, their detailed 
likenesses merely mean that the same tendencies find ex¬ 
pression in the two groa n, and that back in the pant is 
a oomon ancestral group which contained (in some myster¬ 
ious way) these tendencies in otentlo. 
the Adumbration theory, then, states that ancestral 
groups, in addition to the determining factors which reg¬ 
ulate their actual or expressed morphology, possess latent 
factors, possibilities, or potentialities which come to 
the fore and activate themselves when suitable conditions 
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allow. In this way, we understand the tussling phenomenon 
of parallel evolution. In this way we Interpret the like** 
nesses between the two such groups as Myrlooda and Hexaooda. 
Comprehension of the Crustacean Theory of the Origin 
of Insects defends u on an understanding of the interolay 
of tend nicies, and the Manifestation of these adumbrations 
in successive evolutionary stages. As we trace the evolution 
of the Crustacea from the primitive branchlopodan types to 
the highly modified and specialised Hecapoda, we find that 
new structures and new tendencies are continually being In¬ 
troduced. It appears almost as if the Class Crustacea were 
always experimenting with new features and testing their 
usefulness. Some of these, the compound eye, the two pairs 
of antennae, the localisation of the loc^motory function in 
the thoracio r glen, the raysidacem typs of mandible (to 
mention only a few) were successful attempts so far as 
Crustacea are concerned, and we can trace their phylogenesis 
from their ineipiency in the lower forms to their relatively 
high state of development or modification in higher forms. 
It means, therefore, that all of the structural detail® of 
the higher Crustacea have a long developmental history be- 
Mnd them, and that a true understanding of any feature in 
advanced Crustacea requires a knowledge of the developmen¬ 
tal history pertaining to it* In tracing back through the 
racial history of Crustacea, for instance, we find that 
for < very mandibular type that succeeded and endured, there 
are several which failed to place their ota^p upon the 
Class* But, *?hen a structure is evolved which is adapta¬ 
ble, i.e., which has what we call * survival value*, it is 
carried on, and even Improved upon in successive evolutionary 
stages. 
Some branches of an evolutionary stem will carry ten¬ 
dencies or ootentialities in the latent state through suc¬ 
cessive stages of development only to have these nroclivitios 
crop out when conditions are favorable to their appearance, 
thus, a structure may appear in the members of one aide- 
branch (as in sayriopods) and later in another (as in Insects) 
without having expressed itself in the common ancestor, or 
in the forms Intermediate between the ancestor and those 
groups which exhibit the tendencies. 
the theory of Adumbrations rests uoon the important 
fact that the determinants of morphological features can be 
carried in the latent state through several generations, 
and even through the critical evolutionary perioda which 
accompany the genesis of a new species, genus, order, etc. 
Hit under suitable conditions, which may, so for as we know, 
depend upon anything from proper mathematical combinations 
in the germ plasm tc the correct relationship of organism 
to the environment, these latent tendencies express them- 
selves in the morphology, sometimes appearing simultaneous¬ 
ly, as it were, in widely separated organisms, but always 
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testifying to the possibility of carrying latent factors 
1® Potentio from generation to generation. 
He shall see that if we take the Aduabration Theory 
as a working hyo thesis, the succeeding parts of the evo¬ 
lutionary pattern fall naturally and logically into place, 
and that the evolutionary process becomes comprehensible. 
B. 3M PyeatSA hiasas. SL Crust-acc-m Theory. 
The adherents of the Crustacean Theory of the Origin 
of Insects olace their faith in liachllia. By this we would 
not i ply that in all d? tails, Hi chills, lo the only primi¬ 
tive living inseotan form. HI of the Thysanura exhibit 
very primitive features, but none is uniformly primitive in 
all morhologioal details. Accordingly, we taust determine 
what the characteristic features of the ancestors of insects 
mst have been, and then tre shall be able to determine in 
which Apterygota these primitive features are retained in 
the greatest number. The most primitive arthropods, the 
frlloblta and the Branchiorxxla, give uo come idea of what 
is and what is not primitive in the arthropod line, and when 
we compare these forma with advanced inceots, we can under¬ 
stand that changes and modifications were necessary to de¬ 
rive the insects from unoocclalired arthropods. Having de¬ 
termined shat features are primitive and what features are 
advanced, we can then decide which insect has retained the 
primitive stamp on its raor hology to the greatest degree. 
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The evidence points ic Machtlla* 
Point for point, and even to the most minute details, 
Maohllls shows undeniable relationship with a Class of Ar¬ 
thropods more primitive than its own. When we can show so 
many parallels between Mach! 11 a and a Class more primitive 
than that to which it belongs, we are justified in assuming 
Mr*chills to be the insect which baa retained more archaic 
characters than any other* 
The compound eyes of Maohllla* for instance, repeat 
the mor hologio^.l details of the eyes of Crustacea to the 
moot minute points, and in a wanner so convincing that one 
cannot doubt that a homology exists between them* That the 
eyee of Machlllq are contiguous presents no difficulty, for 
among Crustacea and in Leplsma vs can trace a trend in the 
direction of uniting the compound eyes nasally* The heads 
of Aseliu* (Isopoda) and Leclean (Aptcrygota) for instance, 
are similar in having a broad frontal region, while 
Tnlorchectia (AmphiXKta) shows a compressed head with the 
eyes relatively close together. Thus, both the broad and 
the compressed types of inecoian heads have their proto¬ 
types among Crustacea* The Macfcili&ae, furthermore, are 
the only Apterygota with compound eyes; Cam^od.'-a being coia- 
oletsly blind, and others having but few oawatidla at the 
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best. Ifaohills has both cosnoound eyes and oiiaole ocelli, 
the possession of which is distinctly a crustacean feature. 
the maohilid antennae are huge, flagelliforss, and com- 
p 
'osed of many annular segment a, just as we find in Crustacea, 
this is the primitive condition for antenr^e, for such are 
found even in Trilobita. Elongate, annular, aulti-s gncn- 
ted antennae, then, are not an advanced feature, and the 
type of antenna found in ifochilis is about as generalized 
and unepecialired as any we can find among either insects 
or Cru^taoea. Maohills. like all other Insects, has lost 
one pair of antennae, but reoent ciabryo logical studies sup¬ 
port what has been long suspected, namely that injects 
yeild ontogenetioal evidence of once having had two pairs 
of antennae. Snodgrass now admits this** and Johannson1^ 
new book deals with the vestigal **seoond antennae* of in¬ 
sects in detail. 
The Machllidae and hepismatidae axe the only Aptery- 
gota with exserted mouth parts as in Crustacea, the ecfco- 
gnathous mouth parts of other Thyaanura are not primitive, 
but advanced, being secondarily enclosed by an overgrowth 
of the head mil. Kaehilld mouth par s are hugely devel- 
* Snodgrass, 1938. 
2 dohsnnson and Burt, 1941. 
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oped, as in Crustacea, and are crustaceoid in ositiGn, 
structure and method of articulation. Even the musculature, 
complicated though it he, is so crustr-cean in appearance 
that one cannot doubt its derivation from crustaceoid forms* 
In Machilis the mandible (F ig. 17) has but one condyle, nhicfc 
is a primitive feature even among Crustacea, and the prototype 
for this structure is apparently the aysidacean type, although 
Ap eudes (Tanaidaoea) (Fig. 12) 91r»nylia (Cu»acea(Fig. 13) and 
▼erblus (Decapoda) (Fig. 14) come closer to it in actual form. 
According to Snodgrass*, the mandible of Kaohills is sim¬ 
ilar to that of Apus (Fig. 6) in form, except that it has 
a long incisor lobe In addition to the broad molar one. 
Snodgrass points cut that the incisor point of Kachllls re¬ 
sembles that in the mandible of Verbius. Hansen says, * The 
mandibles of Hachllls are homologous with those of the 
Mtel acoetraca; in, form they resemble those of the Cmastoe%« 
faaTing a troU»deTeXopcd. alrost cylindrical para aplgsls, 
though they are without a laoinla aaobilis; In articulation 
and satcoulature they exhibit & surprising agreement jith, 
o 
e. g., Di&gtylla. and Keballa. * Heed «e say *x>re to prove 
that the aichilld mandibles resemble closely those found in 
a sore primitive Class than that to which the insect belongs? 
*Snodgrass, 1938. 
^Hansen, 1893. 
The ©axillae of KaoMlls have at the terminus a long, 
pointed (structure, incisor-like in nature but not strongly 
developed, a movable aidappendlx or projection articulated 
to the tip of the maxilla, and a eerie* of spine-llke pro¬ 
jection* (or flattened lobe* bearing a fringe), all of shich 
are strikingly crustacean in appearance. targe maxillary 
palpi are primitive and oocur in gachlll*. wltnessesa to the 
derivation of this limb from the original, primitive blra- 
sous appendage* of Crustaoa* Uaohllldae are the only ftp- 
tarygota with huge, leg-like maxillary palpi, liachllla ha* 
paxagnatho or superlinguae which are lobe* of the mandibu¬ 
lar segment, not, ae held by sane, associated with the max¬ 
illae, and not, a* maintained by others, distinct appendages. 
Cramton ha* proven the paragnatbs of Crustacea and the su¬ 
perlinguae of insect* to be homologoue bodies* - a view now 
generally accepted by carclnologlats and Insect r.or hologiets. 
The paragnatho or super linguae function as a sort of secon¬ 
dary under lip, aiding in keeping food in the mouth. Mich ill* 
and Leolama have them in the enlarged and primitive (orusta- 
ceold) state, and they are found in various degrees of ed¬ 
ification in other insects, but 8m hyla and Pouro oda are 
the gPlT Syriopoda with anything corresponding to paragaiths. 
Ke llis and b edema are therefore most primitive in that they 
* Oraspton, 1912* 
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have retained these organs. 
the under lip of HaChllla has sell-developed (primi¬ 
tive) labial oalpi, but these are degenerate and vestigal 
in other apterygotes excepting the related Lepisaatidae. Xn 
Igpchllls the labium is more nearly in its original state of 
two separate appendages, being more nearly divided into two 
parts, and these arias eabryologioally, in insects, as two dis¬ 
tinct maxillary lobes, reminiscent of an original state in i&ifch 
the fusion of maxillae to fora the labium was incomplete. 
The aachllid head is crustaceoid in the b ollard ex¬ 
tension of the mandibles to a point posterior to the eyes. 
Xn heolsma. as we have mentioned above, the head resembles 
the asellold type. 
& pobllig shows a crustacean feature in that the later¬ 
al thoracic tergites overlap the ventral ones, a condition 
common among all Crustacea, and especially prominent among 
the iaphiooda. 
Xn Haehilla. thoracic legs of moderate length occur, 
and the coxae of the me so- and me ta-thor acic legs bear 
styll. Such structures borne cm the coxo^odite consti¬ 
tute, definitely, a crustaceoid character and, because 
of their position, one might infer that these arc epipo- 
dites.1 
1 Cranpton, 1936. 
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In Insects the tracheae occur in or near the thora¬ 
cic plates. Sow, most investigators are agreed that the 
thoracic cleurltea are the ba^al segment a of limbs* and 
if this he so* *re should expect to find tracheae on the 
basal segmentsof the thoracic limbs of the ancestral group. 
Tracheae occur on the basal segments of the thoracic llabs 
of the terrestrial leonoda - histologically the same as the 
tracheae in Insects and Myrloroda, but unlike the tracheae 
in Onychophora (which lack taenidia). 
In the abdominal region of archills. the dorsal phAfees 
overlap the ventral ones, as la common among Crustacea. The 
abdominal legs are reudoed. The tendency toward the reduc¬ 
tion of abdominal legs, within the aandlbulate, eu^piathous 
group, occurs only in Crustacea and Insects. The reduction 
of the abdominal legs is a correlation of the transfer of 
the locociotory function from the whole trunk to the thoracic 
region. This tendency is common to and limited to Crustacea 
and Insects. In Arachnids, the locoraotory function is cen¬ 
tered in the head, and In gyrlopoda it is distributed the 
whole length of the body. Crustacea, however, is the only 
Class which offers the primitive and advanced types of looo- 
aotory specialisation, and the transition from generalisa¬ 
tion to specialisation of this function is recorded, so to 
1 Swing, 1928 
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speak, only in crustacean forms. 
the common ancestors of insects and ayrlooodo ou?ht 
to show genital openings in segments ranging more or less 
throughout the whole abdominal series in order to account 
for the progoneate and opisthogeneate forma. Crustacea do 
just that, for in them the positions of the genital open* 
inga run the whole gamut of possibilities exhibited in rsyrlo- 
:>ods and inseots. In Ostracoda, the genital openings are 
anteriorly located, exhibiting the possibilities of progon¬ 
eate derivatives from crustacean forms. There is no seg¬ 
mental position of the genital openings among myrlorods and 
Insects that is not foreshowed somewhere among the Crustacea. 
The oercl in chills and Ipoolsaa are long, con oscd 
of many annular segments, and are not le^-lika. They re¬ 
semble those in Aoeeudes and other tanaldace^ns, and it Is 
safe to assume that the cercl of inseet ancestors were not 
leg-like and not similar to the highly modified structures 
we find in ouch insects as Jaovx. 
Certain critics of the Crustacean Theory have, from 
time to time, objected that Crustacea do not have the requi¬ 
site internal anatomy for s Class ancestral to the insects. 
Tiilyard*, among others, has pointed out that in Crustacea 
Kalolghlan tubules are derivatives of the midgut, while 
iTlllyard, 1930. 
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in insects they are eetoderts&I derivatives of the hind gut. 
Cr&mpton baa pointed < ut, however, that recent research re¬ 
veals that among certain Ler>idoptera the Malpighian tubules 
are primarily derivatives of the midgut, and that their po¬ 
sition on the hlndgut of most Insects is probably, n$ylo- 
genetlcally speaking, a secondary one. 
fillyard^, likewise, has objected that there is no fat 
body in Crustacea which could give rise to the fat body in 
insects* But, Cussans states3, in a study of the aaphipod, 
Oaarnarus, that, * around the alimentary canal is a diffuse 
fat body which is thickest 1 *round the reproductive organ, and 
at the sides of the rectum*. 
There are two main types of arthropods, the *Cephalo- 
grail*, those in which the talking function has been rele¬ 
gated to the head, and the * Corsegradi*, or those in which 
the locorsotory function is concentrated in the trunk region* 
the arachnoid groups belong to the former category, but the 
trilebites, Crustacea, myrio ode nnd injects, to mention tbe 
principle Classes, belong to the latter.3 The Trilobita can- 
^Tlllyard, 1930. 
^Ouosans, 1904c 
3trilobites, as we point out below, had best be nut In a sep¬ 
arate category, the *Asphigradi*# Inasmuch as the limbs of 
both head and trunk are functional in locomotion. 
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not be intimately classified with the Crsutnoea, Myriopoda 
and Insects, however, because the trends In their head evo¬ 
lution seem to follow the arachnoid rather then the crusta¬ 
cean path of development, frllobltes tend tomrd the do-* 
pressed head, rather than toward the compressed head common 
in Crustacea and Insects. They lack, as Crompton ha© shosti,^ 
the typical archicephallo suture characteristic of Crustacea, 
and their "mandibles* are too primitive to be likened to 
those of Crustacea (gnb., Figs. 1,3). Trilobite head fea¬ 
tures are arachnoid features, and the flattened head with 
doublure is closer to Llmulus than to any Crustacean known. 
Furthermore, the trllobites cannot be classed as either 
"Cephalogradi* or "Cormogradl*, because they utilize the 
limbs of both head and trunk region for moving. They con¬ 
stitute, therefore, the group "Amphigredi*, and as such, 
are to be held separa e from the Crustacea-oyriopod!- insect 
line on one hand, and the arachnoid line cn the other. The 
main trends in crustacean evolution lead tomrd the compres¬ 
sed head, the downward-projecting labrua and clypeuo, the div¬ 
ision of the head by the archicephallo suture, the develop¬ 
ment of eugnathous mouthparts* These trends are not de¬ 
veloped and disappear In the arachnoid 11m. 
The Crustacea, Myriopoda, and Insect a, then, constitute 
1 Crsmpton, 1938a 
a distinct, coraograde group of arthropods. They are the 
antennate-aandibulate forms, characterised by the presence 
of antennae, and true, mandibular or eugnathcus aouthparts. 
is such, they must stem from a common ancestry. In consid¬ 
ering the phylogeny of Insects we cannot overlook the other 
two Claeses (Crustacea and ttyrlopoda) with lablch they are so 
Intimately connected. Host authors holding to the ayriopod 
theories of insect derivation have comltted the error of 
leaving the Crustacea entirely out of their speculations 
with the result that the superior palaeontological and mor¬ 
phological qualifications of the latter group are completely 
overlooked. We cannot deny that the Kyriopoda are closely 
related to Insects, nor do we overlook the likenesses between 
primitive inseots and the eysphylldo, but, anyone who under- 
etnds the theory of Adumbrations and the possibilities of 
parallel evolution, or *ho studies the mor bology of Crus¬ 
tacea, is forced, by weight of the sheer numbers of signifi¬ 
cant details to admit that Crustacea deserve the utmost con¬ 
sider tion in studies of Insect phylogeny. 
If ancestors for insects and myriopoda are to be found 
it is only logical that we should look for their character¬ 
istics among the members of the most primitive Class of an- 
tennae-sandlbulate arthropods. This Class is the Crustacea! 
The Crustacea are *geologically the oldest and morphologic- 
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ally the mst primitive*1 of all the arthropods related to 
myrioods and Insects. Crustacea go back to the Cambrian, 
wherein %e find them in an already advanced state of devel¬ 
opment, and they predominated, along with the trilobites, all 
through the Palaeoroic Era. In some respects, the primitive 
Branchiopoda are more archaic than even the trilobites then- 
sevles. We have shown how Crustacea furnish the rsox hologi- 
cal requirements to be ancestral to inseots of the maehlUd 
type, and that the crustacean affinities of Machllla are too 
numerous to be ignored or set lightly aside. It begins to ap¬ 
pear that there la no single mor hologic'tl feature among the 
St&chllldae that doesnot find its prototype somewhere among 
the Crustacea! 
Somewhere in the geological ages, at or about the hori¬ 
zon represented by Mysls and the Am>hl oda and Xsopoda, the 
cruetnoean line underwent great changes, le may visualise 
this period aa one of those intermittent states of flux that 
seem periodically to affect living organisms. It was a per¬ 
iod of stress, an e^och of crisis, so to speak, when many 
adumbrations or tendencies struggled to manifest themselves 
in mor phological features. As our research demonstrates, 
all higher crustacean and several primitive insect an mandi¬ 
bles may easily be referred to the mysidacean type. It 
would appear, then, that the appearance of the ancestors of 
^Phrase quoted from Cramp ton. 
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the injects and higher crustaceans date# from the asysidacean 
level of crustacean evolution. 
may say there that the results of the original wort 
of this thesis do not militate against the Crustacean Theory 
in any way, but rather tend to give it additional support. 
iv. mn svrwcr or thk MimtfBLKs. 
*• Introductory remarks. 
The crustacean mandible Is an Important structure so 
far as the tracing of evolutionary trends is concerned. In 
a study of the various mandibular appendages from the trllo- 
bite types up through to the decapods, ve find interesting 
aeries which lead over dlreotly to the insects. Such a study, 
frea the flr3t, is restricted by numerous difficulties. The 
Curat ace a is a large and varied Class with many unusual and 
important mandibular types represented among its almost in¬ 
numerable species. It is impossible that a thorough study 
of all cf the types of mandibles in Crustacea be included 
in a Master*s Thesis. The necessary labor would take too 
long, and the impossibility of obtaining some of the rarer 
but none the less significant Crustacea for study is prac¬ 
tically insurmoimtable. Sor can any student successfully 
pursue a study of crustacean mandibles from the phylogenetic 
point of view without first understanding wherein ouch a 
study fits the Crustacean Theory of Insect Origin, a© pro- 
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aulgated by such investigaters as Hansen, Carpenter, and 
Crimpton. Much of the time devoted to the preparation of 
this paper has, perforce, been scent In a comprehensive 
study of cutstandlng theories of insect origin, as the pro¬ 
ceeding pages will testify. The regaining pages of the 
present paper constitute the original work of this author, 
except in such oases vhere due credit to other sourc 8 is 
given. The original work consists of descriptions and il¬ 
lustrations of such crustacean mandibles as were obtainable 
by the writer for study, and of an interpretation of the 
facts in terms of crustacean and lnsectan evolution. Kx» 
ais les of branch!ooodan, cladoceran, copepodan, ostraoodan, 
leptostracan, myeidacean, amohl^odan and lao^odan mandibles 
are considered. The Deoaooda are purposefully om itted be¬ 
cause of the scarcity of significant specimens and the mag¬ 
nitude of the problem in respect to that Order. 
B. *ar»n(Ublra’t of 
The mandibular limbs of trilobltes (Fig. 3) are ap¬ 
parently the antcrox-raost biranous limbs. Recent authors 
are inclined to believe that trilobltes have lost one pair 
of antennae, and that the (interior-most, oodognathous limbs 
are actually those of the mandibular segment. These appen¬ 
dages are biramous, bearing ondopodlte (ed., Figs. 1,3) and 
exooodite (g, Figs. 1,3) as well as epi pedal structures (c|>. 
Figs. 1,2).1 The basal segment is uncurved and extends mes- 
ally to terminate at the mid-vontral point in a apino-oover- 
1 '-nodgrasa says that the triloblte limbs are unlike those of 
Crustacea in that both of the jointed extensions of the limb 
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ed gnathobace (^nb, Figs. 1,2). The limb in question is 
undoubtedly functional as a ••walking* leg*, yet tbe approx¬ 
imation of tbe gnathobasal points of opposing appendages in- 
dice tes that it also plays its part in the comminution of 
food. Here, then, we have a compromise between two func¬ 
tions; the ••mandible11 of the trilobltes is seen to be *podo- 
gnathoua* as contrasted with the *eugnathous* mandible of 
Crustacea, and the trilobltes are 11 foot-jawed* animals. It 
is important that we note that the basal segment of the tri- 
loblte chewing appendage in uncurved, for in the branchlo- 
podan mandible, one of the most significant introductions 
is the right-angle bend which brings the molar regions of 
opposing mandibular appendages into approximation before 
the mouth. 
C. The Kandiblrg of gntomostraca. 
1. Arteaia gracilis. 
The mandible of Artemla (Fig. 3) is typically branch- 
iopodan in its morphology. It is a hollow shell, suspended 
from the middorsal articulatory condyle (a) and curves down 
the side of the head to extend mesally to a mid-dentral 
point where it terminates in a condensed molar surface (mo) 
It is deficient in differentiation of the gnathobase into 
*Xt Is a question whether the trilobltes crawled along the 
bottoms of the sea, or swam. Some writers have suggested 
that they swam upside down, much as the modem Fairy 
Shrimps. 
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aol'ir and incisor areas; any evidence of an incisor region 
being completely lacking. 
Arteala is advanced over the generalised raysldaean type 
(Fig. 11) in that it has lost the palpus or endopodite. There 
Is some question, however, as to whether its ancestors ever 
had an incisor region. It could be derived from the primi¬ 
tive trilobitan tyoe simply by loss of exopodite, endopodite 
and epipodltes, by condensation of the gnathobase into a 
terminal molar region, by the introduction of a right-angle 
bend in the basal segment of the appendage at the ooint be¬ 
tween the baslgnath (bg.) and dietignath (d.), roughly the 
attachment of the primitive endopodite. 
2. Subranchipus vemalis. 
The mandible of Subranchlnus is almost identical with 
that of Arteala. It is the convex hollow shell typical of 
most branchlopodan mandibles, terminating dlstally in a con¬ 
densed, hardened gnathobase or molar (mo). There is no evi¬ 
dence of incisor or palpus. In order that this type of man¬ 
dible be derived from the straight mandibular basal segment 
of the trilobitan type, a right-angle bend had to be intro¬ 
duced to bring the molar areas of opposing mandibles into 
approximation. The right-angle bend in the basal segment 
is the unique contribution of the mandibles of Branohiopoda 
to the phylogenetic series. 
3. Dapbnla pule*. 
Paohnia (Fig. 4) has a mandible, also typically 
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branchio odsn, and also consisting of a hollow shell, and 
similar in all major respects to that of Artanla or of 
;mb. We notice that the axis of the distignath 
(<|) of the dapbinld mandible ie relatively shorter that 
the same axis in Artemla. while the axis of Daphnla»a basi- 
gnath (£&) i® longer, and its contours show a tendency to 
be less curved* It, likewise, shows no differentiation of 
the gnathobase into molar and incisor regions* and licks a 
palpus. 
4. C^ep^otb^jlella sp. 
A mandible of the Crxlcus type (The illustration. Fig. 
5, is the mandible of Caencsthierella) is typically branch- 
lopodan and displays the sane features as found in that of 
Arteala or mbranchioua. the dlstlgn&th (4) is shorter than 
in Arter^a or Pubranchlous. while the baslgnath (bg) 1s rel¬ 
atively longer. 
We cm say that there is a typical branchiopodan type 
of mandible. It is characterized by a combination of prim¬ 
itive features in that its gnathobase shows no differentiated 
structure such as the incisor, the gnathof imbrium or the 
laclnia mobilis found in higher Crustacea. It la advanced, 
however, in that it lacks any evidence of endo odite (more 
advanced in this* respect than lysis (Fig. 11), for instance, 
and that it has taken n the characteristic L-shaped struc¬ 
ture with a sharp angle at the junction of basignatb and 
distignath. 
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We must conclude that the branchiopodan mandible rep¬ 
resents a separate line of development from the primitive 
trllobltan type for its molar has become condensed into a 
solid crushing surface, and lacks evidence of incisor re¬ 
gion completely. The molar region of Artemis, Subranchlpua. 
Caenesthelrella, Daohnia. etc., is a veritable cul-de-sac, 
the inevitable end of an orthogenetic series. The branch¬ 
iopodan mandible bears but little significance to the ?hy- 
logeny of insects, for it shows no marked insectan tenan¬ 
cies. It is merely a modified basal segment which has come 
over from the trllobltan •podognath*, lost its supernumary 
structures (exopodite, endopodlte, eplpodites), but which 
has assumed the typical L-shape of most crustacean mandibles 
(some Xsopoda and Decapoda excepted) and which has evolved 
a concentrated, undifferentiated molnr area (mo. Figs. 3,4,5). 
5. Apus ep. 
low the Apus mandible (Fig. 6) exhibits an interesting 
tendancy. apus is also a branchiopodan, and in general out¬ 
lines its mandible is charaoteristic of that Order, but its 
molar region (rao) is not the compact terminal knob we find 
in Artemla* ISubranchlpus et The molar area in Apus 
(iio. Fig. 6) exhibits a tendancy away from the amalgamation 
of the chewing points of the gnathobase (gnb. Figs. 1,2) of 
the trllobltan mandible, and in it we can see an incipient 
differentiation into $olar (mo) and incisor (Ig) areas. The 
mandible of Anus is undoubtedly more primitive than those 
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of other Branohiopoda in that the contraction of the chewing 
area into a compact 1 nob has not been carried so far. It 
his apparently been * influenced* by the tendency to make 
more of this terminal region, a tendency which is carried 
to extremes in higher Crustacea. In other words, in the 
transition from the trilobite to Arms> the molar region, the 
chewing area of the gnathobase, shos/s leas tendency toward 
becoming a compact knob, and retains more of the original 
projections of the trilobitan gnathobase. furthermore, 
there is a generalized basal area of the gnathobase, corres¬ 
ponding in osition and conceivably in function, to the 
molar of higher Crustacea and an outer region, ending in a 
sharp ocint, corresponding in position and conceivably in 
function to the Incisor of higher Crustacea. This differ¬ 
ent iationof the gnathobase of Apus ie not so distinct that 
we can say that a definite molar and incisor exist, but a 
vague tendency with the potentialities of producing molar 
and incisor appears to be attempting to express itself. 
A us. therefore, would appear to be closer to the main line 
of crustacean descent than other Branohiopoda. 
D. Mandibles of Cooepoda and Ostracoda. Calanus sp., and 
AcanthocygrlB bp. 
The mandibles of Copepoda such as Calanus (fig. 8) 
^Snodgrass, 1928, however, definitely attributes a molar 
and incisor to the Anus mandible. 
Illustrate distinctly that the body of the mandible is the 
basal segment of the mandibular appendage, and that its ter¬ 
minal segments constitute the telopodite (tip. Fig. 8). as 
Orampton has shown*, in Cglanus there is even a rudimentary 
exopodite (e) as well as an endopodite (ed), reminiscent of 
the primitive biramous aopendage of the trilobitan type. 
This mandible is convincing evidence that it is the exopodite 
that is lost, and the endopodite that is retained as the 
palpus in Crustacea. The mandible of the ostracod, Acantho- 
cyerls (Fig. 9), similarly exhibits both exopodite end endo¬ 
podite. In Celanus the body or basal segment is not espec¬ 
ially long, and the gnathobase (gnb) is primitive in that it 
has not become condensed into the terminal knob featured in 
the Branohiopoda. The gnathobase in Copepoda is composed of 
a series of teeth, oriented along the distal margin of the 
iftandibular basal segment, representing emphasis of the 
toothed character of this region in trllobites rather than 
any marked modifications or the Introduction of new struc¬ 
tures sui generis. 
In Acanthocyprls. the body of the mandible i3 rela¬ 
tively elongate and slender, but its gnathobase (^nb. Fig. 
9) in primitive in that it, too, merely represents an em¬ 
phasis of the corresponding area in the trilobitan **mandi¬ 
ble*. 
In AOanthocypris we have a very interesting and prim¬ 
itive mandible. There are the endopodite (ed) and exopo- 
*Ora®pton, 1921 a. 
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dlte (e) mentioned above. The distal terminus of the basal 
segment, l.e., of the body proper of the mandible. Is an un¬ 
differentiated gnathobase (gnb). strikingly similar to those 
in trilobltes. ait of even more significance is the fact 
that the mandible body ie relatively straight. It licks the 
right-angle bend which, in the Branchio oda, brings the op¬ 
posing molars of the two mandibles into approximation before 
the south opening. The mandible of Acanthocygrlo is closer 
in morphology to the *podognath* of the tr11obitan type than 
it is to the crustacean types represented by the Branchiopoda 
on one hand, and the Leptostraca-Malaooatraoa on the other. 
Jtow Calanus has a similarly primitive mandible. In ad¬ 
dition to possessing both endopodlte and exopo&ite, and an 
undifferentiated gnathobase as veil, its basal segment is 
likewise uncurved. These two, then, Galanas and 4Qanthocyprla. 
show mandibles which are transitional between the trilobltan 
and branchiooodan types of mandible. They lead over to the 
Upas type with its relatively undifferentiated gnathobase 
and its newly Introduced right-angle bend. 
Features of Tntossostraoan Mandibles. 
There are, then, a few significant features among on- 
tomostraoan mandibles which we should keep in mind as we 
trace the progressive manifestation of those tendencies 
which culminate in the iasectan mouth parts. To begin with, 
the mandibles of some Copepoda and Cstracods exhibit the 
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primitive state wherein both exopodite and endopodite are 
retained and the basal segment is uncurved. From them we 
can understand that the mandibular palpus of higher Crus¬ 
tacea is morphologically the endopodite, and that the body 
proper of the mandible is morphologically the basal segment 
of the mandibular appendage. 
From the mandibles of the Branchiopoda, as represented 
by the phyllopods, we can see that the tendency has been to 
form a right-angle bend in the basal segment with the result 
that the terminal points of the distignaths of both mandibles 
become mutually opposed before the mouth opening, xid are 
efficiently located for the comminution of food. Branchio- 
podan mandibles also show a proolivity toward modification 
of the gnathobase, and although those of Artemia. Surbranch- 
Ipus. Caenesthierella. Daphnla. etc., have carried the mod¬ 
ification of the gnathobase to a point beyond where it has 
significance for the phylogeny of higher Crustacea, those 
of Apus have a primitive enough gnathobase to admit of the 
possibilities of deriving the molar and incisor regions, 
characteristic of higher Crustacea and insects, from it. 
Some Entomostraca possess no palpus, as in phyllopods, 
while others, such as certain Copepoda and Ostracoda, ex¬ 
hibit not only the endopodite, but a vestigal exopodite as 
well, testifying to the biramous nature of the limbs from 
which crustacean mandibles must originally have been derived. 
The significant tendencies in entomorcracan mandibles. 
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then, ares (1) the introduction of the right-angle bend in 
the basal segment, (2) the exhibition of the otentiality 
of losing the palpus, (3) the tendency to modify the termin¬ 
al portion of the distignath into a region more suitable for 
the comminution of food, (4) the tendency to lose all resem¬ 
blance to the original podognathous type of limb and, (5) 
the single dorsal articulation of the mandible. 
The Entomoatraca are obviously related forms springing 
from an ancestry in common with that of the trilobites. This 
common ancestry, therefore, contained, additional to the mor¬ 
phological features which characterired it, the potential¬ 
ities of the morphological features which are expressed 
in varying degrees in the groups derived from It. In other 
words, the tendencies described above were latent or in 
potentio in the ancestors of the modem forms from which 
we derive our information. We shall see that such tenden¬ 
cies manifest themselves in varying degrees right through 
the Crustacea to the insects, and that the insect mandibles 
(and those of higher Crustacea) owe their particular fea¬ 
tures to the emphasis of certain proclivities and the ex¬ 
clusion of others. Except as we understand the interplay 
of fundamental, genetic (?), tendencies in crustacean and 
insectan morphology in response to, or as the result of, 
the relationship of successive generations to the environ¬ 
ment, the process of evolution is incomprehensible. 
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S* heotostraca. 
Beballa sp. 
the mandible in Leptoatraca, as represented by Keballa 
(Fig. 10) looks more like the familiar crustacean chewing 
organ. It bears a relatively large palpus (ed) and has the 
general L-shaped base, but otherwise it is advanced over the 
types we have seen in the Entomostraca. The gnathobase has 
two distinct parts: (l) the molar area (mo). probably form¬ 
ed by the fusing together of some of the spine-like projec¬ 
tions such ns those terminating the distignath in Aoud (d. 
Fig. 6), and (2) a relatively dlstinot Incisor region (ig) 
formed, possibly, from the corresponding area of the gnatho- 
base of a form such as Apus (in. Fig. 6) in which we pointed 
out the possibilities of an Incipient incisor. The large 
palpus of Heballa is an archaic retention. It might con¬ 
ceivably be of some aid in locomotion, and hence hark back 
to the podognathous condition of triloblte “mandibles", but 
the incisor region Is a new thing, the manifestation of an 
heretofore latent potentiality, which is destined to be eo- 
phasired considerably in the mandibles of both Crustacea and 
Herapoda. The Heballa mandible retains the single dorsal 
articulation point (g) so characteristic of Branchiopoda. 
We can Bee, therefore, that the Leptostraea, repre¬ 
sented by Heballa. have retained the h-shape of the mandi¬ 
ble body (basal segment), the single dorsal articulation of 
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the mandible, both introduced, apparently by the Branchiopoda, 
have retained the archaic palpus (in which feature they are 
even more primitive than Branchiopoda), but have carried the 
modification of the gnathobase one step further by introduc¬ 
ing an entirely new distal structure, the incisor. These 
branchiooodan features, carried over Into the Leptostraca, 
plus the introduction of the incisor, now unite in a mandi¬ 
ble which establishes, or at least foreshadows, the proto¬ 
type for the mandible in higher forms. 
E. Mandibles of Malacoetraca. 
1. Mysis stenolepls. 
Myels emphasises the features established in Keballa. 
and has a contribution of its ovm to make to the ohylogenet- 
lc series. The raysidacean mandible (Fig. 11) may be taken 
as the prototype for those crustacean mandibles which lead 
directly over to the machilid forms, and thence to the 
?terygota« It is a large structure, distinctly divided into 
a proximal baslgnath (bg) and a distal distignath (d), and 
bears a palpus (ed). The baslgnath is the convex hollow 
shell with the single dorsal articulation point (&) intro¬ 
duced in the Sntomostraca, and carried through the Leoto- 
straca. The distignath in Mysis Is relatively large and is 
composed of distinct molar (mg) and incisor (In) regions. 
The molar is an heritage from the mandible of Hebalia. or 
at least of the stage which Nebalia represents, and, as we 
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mentioned above, is evidently a product of fusion of a num¬ 
ber of the gnathobasal seines such ns those on the relative¬ 
ly undifferentiated molar region of Apus. or on the gnatho- 
base of the general!red trllobite podognathous appendage 
(gnb» Figs. 1,2). The incisor, first introduced in the stage 
of evolution represented by Keballa. 13 further developed in 
Kysis and is elongated so that it extends mesalward equally 
as far as the molar. In tSysls the incisor first "becomes of 
age", that is to say, it is therein for the first time fully 
developed as an important adjunct to the mandible. 
' In the region of the gnnthobase between the molar and 
the incisor of the mysidacean mandible Is borne & fringe of 
seta-like structures which form, collectively, the >cnatho- 
flmbrlum (gf. Fig. 11), and just proximal to the terminal 
incisor point, is a process termed the 1-rcinla mobllls (1c, 
Fig. 11), probably a fusion product of some of the "setae" 
of the gnathofiabrium. The gnathofirabrium and the lacinia 
mobllls, then, are new structures, arising a til generis. 
as it were, in the mandible of themysydacean type. Thus, 
we have complete in Mysls. the typical eugnathous mandible, 
the prototype of the mandible of higher Crustacea and in¬ 
sects. Hot until the differentiation of the Decapoda are 
there any changes other than various redifications of the 
characters attained in the mandible of Mysis. and even the 
peculiar "hammer-shaped" mandibl s of certain decapods appear 
to be but highly modified versions of the prototype esta- 
blished in My si 3. The convex outline of the basignath, the 
right-angle bend formed by the axes of the basignath and 
distignatb, and the tenancy to differentiate the gnathobase 
in Mysls. are proclivities which we see foreshadowed in the 
stage of mandibular evolution represented by the Branchioroda 
particularly in the relatively primitive Apus. The palpus is 
smaller than that of Keballa. and it is less likely that 
it is of any assistance in locomotion. That it is di¬ 
rected mesalward indicates that the mandibular palpus in 
Mysis might assist in the handling of food. The raol^r region 
of Mysls exhibits a further emphasis of the differentiation 
of its particular area of the gnathobase Into a solid crush¬ 
ing surface, and is one more advance in the tendency for the 
production of a single, terminal grinding area - a tendency 
first manifested in the &ranchiopoda. The incisor of Mysis 
represents a further emphasis of the tendency to produce a 
biting or tearing structure first introduced in Kebalia, but 
anticipated, perhaps, as we have said, in the generalised 
gnathobase of Anus. Myals. itself, serves to introduce the 
gnathofimbrium and thelacinia mobllis. Myals offers, there¬ 
fore, a fundamental and significant type of chewing organ. 
It is the basic eugnathous mandible, and one to which we must 
refer continuously in tracing the phylogeny of the same 
structure in higher Crustacea on one hand, and in insects 
on the other. Indeed, Mysis represents about as clearly 
as any living form, the evolutionary stage attained by the 
mandibles of the ancestral insects. 
Aoseudes. Diastylis. Verblus and Falaeomonetes. 
Crampton has shown* that in the mandible of Aoseudes 
(Fig. 12) and Diastylis (Fig. 13), the incisor is even 
longer, larger, more prominent and the outer profile of the 
basignath longer in proportion, and less arched than in 
either Mysis or Nebalia. In Aoseudes there is expression 
of a tendency to reduce the gnathofimbrium and the lacinia 
mobilis. Diastylis has lost the palpus completely aa we 
have seen to be the case with the Branchiopoda, but it is 
retained in abbreviated form in Apseudes. 
$ 
tfe find similar mandibles in Verblus (Fig. 14) and in 
Palaeomonetes (Fig. 15), both of the Order i^eoapoda. The 
mandible of Verblus is built on the same plan as those of 
Aoseudes and Diastylis. It consists of a long, slender 
basignath (bg) with a sinuous profile, a strong, blunt molar 
(mo), and a long, sharp distignath, almost wholly comprising 
the incisor (in). Verblus has lost the palpus and is with¬ 
out gnathoflmbrium or lacinia mobilis. 
Palaeomonetea* mandible (Fig. 15) is quite similar in 
its major outlines to those found in Apseudes and Diastylis. 
♦Crampton, 1938a 
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Its molar region (mo) differs from those we have previously 
described in that it bears three great teeth. The incisor 
CkS) large, long and strong, and very well-suited to 
tearing or biting. The baaignath (bg) in Palaeomonetes. as 
*n Plastylls, Agseudeo and Verblua. shows an outline less 
arched than that of Myols or Neballa. and, as Crsmpton has 
remarked* that this is probably a correlation with the in¬ 
creased sire of the incisor. In Palaeomonetes there is no 
palpus, no gnathoflmbriua and no laolnia mobilis. The lack 
of a palpus is obviously a secondary character since there 
is little doubt of the derivation of all crustacean mandi¬ 
bles from primitive blramous apoendagea. But the question 
of gnathofimbrium and locinia mobilis in Palaeomonetes is 
more difficult to answer. Is this a secondary feature, 
this lack of gnathofimbrlal fringe and lacinia; or is 
Pal^eomonetes representative of an evolutionary branch 
which has never developed these structures? We do not see 
that we can give an accurate answer. The gnathofimbrium and 
laolnia mobilis come in with the mysldaoean stage of evolu¬ 
tion, but must we necessarily derive Palaeomonetes from the 
mysldaoean type? There is no reason in our mind why those 
decapods which lack gnathofimbrium and lacinla mobilis must 
necessarily be derived from primitive tyoes which had them. 
•Crampton, 1821a 
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Some decapods have these structures, but could these not be 
merely exhibitions of the latent tendancy to produce them 
cropping out in decapods as well as in ttysidacea and other 
groups? The question, however, is one which defies accur¬ 
ate analysis, and there is not much point in stressing it. 
In Macrobranchlua we have a mandible (Fig. 16) similar 
in every respect to those of Verbiue and Palaeomonetes ex¬ 
cept that it bears a palpus (ed). There is, however, no 
evidence of gnathofimbrium or lacinia raobilis. 
The important thing here, however, is that the above 
described crustacean mandibles exhibit all of the basis 
structural features found in the mandibles of lower insects 
of the machilid type (Fig. 17),• and that the Crustacea is 
the only Class, outside the Hexapoda, in which all of these 
features in sufficiently primitive form are contained. ve 
have already dwelt upon the importance of this fact in the 
section of the present status of the Crustacean Theory, We 
now proceed to give to the mandibles of other Crustacea a 
consideration which will serve to emohaslvs our points. 
I 
0. Mandibles of Amohlpoda. 
Among the Amphipoda we find very interesting mandibles. 
Those of Orchestla. for instance, are fairly tyoical of the 
•Even Hansen, 1893, noted the resemblance between the mandi¬ 
bles of Haohllls and those of Dlastylls. 
■ ^ i 
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group, and this Order furnishes many variations on the pro-* 
totypes for insect mandibles previously established in the 
Kysidnceae. 
1. Corophiua cyiindricum. 
The mandible of Coroohlum cyllndrlcum (Fig. 18) is 
very clo>e in general form to the type established in Kysls. 
Its single articulatory condyle (&) is drawn out to a sharp 
point, and in this respect, as we shall see makes the man¬ 
dible of Corpphlua unlike those of the other araphipods. 
4 
Shortly beyond the articulatory condyle at the prmximal mar¬ 
gin, the mandible of Coro'hiurn increases its width pro gress¬ 
ively toward the molar regions, and the net result is a com¬ 
promise between the sinuous outlines exhibited in Apacudeg 
and Dlastylls. and the tendency to produce a compact, bulky 
mandible as exhibited in other amphi;>od3. The molar region 
(mo) is strongly developed in Coronhium as in ?Ay3l&. 
Apseud*. s. Dlistylis and the incisor region (in)» as a re¬ 
sult of the increase in the width of the mandibular body. 
Is lass slender in proportion than the corresponding sectan 
of mandibles previously described. Coroohiurn has a large, 
and hence primitive, mandibular palous (ed). It has a 
gnathofimbrial fringe (gf), and relatively large lacinia 
mobllls (lo). 
In structural outline the mandible of Coronhlma re¬ 
tains the same principles introduced at the evolution hori- 
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zon represented by Nebalia and Mysis. There are the molar 
and incisor, gnathofimbrium and lacinia mobilie which char¬ 
acterize the raysidacean mandible. In addition, the ento- 
mostracan contributions to mandibular structure manifest 
themselves in the right-angle bend between the body of the 
mandible and the molar region (although in Oorophium the 
right-angle bend is less distinct because of the increased 
width of the mandibular body), the retention of a single, 
sharp articulatory condyle, and in the general convex lat¬ 
eral profile of the mandible. 
Oorophium introduces the tendancy tonaxd a broader, 
more bulky mandible, a tendancy which expresses itself more 
fully in other Amohipoda- Its mandible is more primitive 
than those of other amphipods in the retention of a sinuous 
lateral outline, and in the presence of a large palpus. 
Oorophium1s mandible stands intermediate between those of 
the Mysidacea and the higher Amphipoda. 
2. Qrchestia agilis. 
In Qrchestia (Pig. 19) we find a more typical amphi- 
podan mandible, the compact, bulky type which predominates 
throughout the Order. Its proximal margin is blunt or 
truncate, and the body proper of the mandible is wide, there 
being but little difference in width between the proximal 
region and the region of the molar. The raokar (mo) is 
strongly defined, and terminates in a hardened area adapted 
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for chewing. The inoisor (in) is well-developed, termin¬ 
ating in several sharp lobes, and bears a gnathofimbium 
(g£) of stout, s^ta-llke projections arranged in a single 
line in the atll, parallel to the vertical axis of the man¬ 
dible. There is also a licinia nobiiis (lo)» 
The retention of the molar, incisor, gnathofimbriua 
and lacinia mobilis is further expression of the tendencies 
first consolidated in the raysicadean tyne. The previously 
mentioned tendencies introduced first in the Entoraostraca 
(particularly Branchlopoda), namely, the right-angle bend, 
the convex outline of the basignathal profile, and the 
single dorsal articulartory point, are al ost obliterated 
in Orchestia. In fact, the truncate proximal margin, which 
is a feature introduced in these ampfcipode, produces two 
articulatory condyles in the mandibles for the first time 
In Orustacea (Fig. 19, £,ii) 
The Orchestla mandible also t are a long seta-like 
flagellum (raf) attached to posterior margin of the molar on 
the postero-proximal edge of the masticatory surface. 
It ought, to be clear that we cannot truly under¬ 
stand the mandibles of any specific crustacean without 
tracing the evolution of the tendencies Manifested in it 
throughout the whole series of ancestral types. Thus, the 
principles involved in the mandible of Orchestla, are incom¬ 
prehensible and meaningless unless we understand their 'Phy¬ 
logenetic development and successive appearance in the evo- 
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lutionary stages that preceded the Orchestla type. 
3. Taylorchestla longlcornls. 
The mandible of Taylorchestia (Figs. 30,21), like- 
**i«e an amphipod and closely related to Orchestic is very 
similar to the one Just described. It has the character¬ 
istic aapbipodan compact fora, and the truncate proximal 
margin which gives it two articulatory condyles The 
molar (mo) tends to be thicker than the same structure in 
Orcheatia, and a new structure, a fan-shaped tuft of spines 
or setae appears on the ventral side of the molar. This 
sub-molar tuft, to which we would give the name, pmatho- 
cillariua (Figs. 30,31, cl) is probably a derivative or 
specialization of the gnathofimbrium. The inner or oesal 
margin of the incisor bears the nermal gnathofimbrial 
fringe (gf) similar to that in Orchestla and a lacinifi 
mobilia (lc). The incisor, as in previous genera, term¬ 
inates in & sharp spine. As in Orchestic. Taylorchestia 
bears a molar flagellum (not illustrated in Fig. 20, but 
shown in Fig. 21, mf). 
The mandible of Taylorchestla. then, perpetuates the 
main features which are typical of the mandible of Orchestla. 
but introduces a sub-molar tuft or gaathoelllariura, a new 
structure, probably a derivative of the gnathofimbrium, and 
one which appears in some isopods as well. 
4. Hyalella kniokerbockerl. 
In Hyalella, the mandible (rig. 33) is characterized 
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by a longer mol^r (mo) than in other amohioods. Further¬ 
more* the terminus of the molar is likely to be oriented 
So that the plane of the grinding surface is oblique to the 
main axis of the mandible proper. The opposing mandible is, 
of course, complementary so that if ths grinding surface on 
one obliques posteriorly, that of of the other obliques anter- 
iroly, and the two molars approximate or fit together suit¬ 
ably for chewing. There are many variations of this orienta¬ 
tion occuring in the single genus of Kyalella. and it does not 
appear that we can establish any particular "style* of molar 
orientation and attribute to it the status of a character pe¬ 
culiar to the genus. Hyalella*a mandible h s the aimhipodafi 
truncate proximal margin, the broad horizontal axis (giving 
width to the body) and the sharp incisor characterise Stic 
of the Order. Pr sent also are gnathofiabriua and lacinia 
mobills. A palpus Is absent. 
5. Gammarus locusta. 
The mandibles of Gamaarus are typically amphipodan. 
Gammarus* mandible is a stout, compact structure with trun¬ 
cate proximal margin, blunt molar (mo) and a sharp, two¬ 
pronged incisor (in) bearing a gnathofimbriua (jgf) and 
lacinia mobllia (1c) in the axil. In addition, and an in¬ 
die tion of an archaic heritage, there is a relatively large 
mandibular palpus (ed). A gnathocillariurn is completely 
lackirg. 0ammaru8#s mandible is apparently more primitive 
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than those of Qrchastla and Taylorchestla. The presence of 
a aalpus might indicate that the mandible of CarnapruB. at 
least, is closer to Mysls. 
In the mandible of Caprella (Figs. 24,25) the tendency 
toward a compact chewing structure reaches its ehight. The 
longitudinal axis of this mandible is but slightly longer 
than the horizontal axis; in other words, the width almost 
equals the length. This mandible is also thick along an an¬ 
terior-posterior axis. It is a more solid body than most 
other araphi odan mandibles. The incisor terminus (in) is 
drawn under the molar, producing a concave axil between 
the two which bears the gnathofimbrial fringe (#f). Just 
proximal to the double incisor points is the lacinia raobilis 
(lc) Figs. 25) Palpus and gnathocillarium are lacking. Fig. 
25 shows a mandible of Caprella from the rear, revealing 
the thick—bordered opening and the solidarity of the mandi¬ 
ble. 
H. Mandibles of Isoooda. 
When we come to the Isopoda we find difficulty in 
interpreting the mandibles for it is theis Order that in¬ 
troduces some of the remarkably modified mandibular types 
that foreshadow the peculiar mandibles found in certain 
Deoapoda. 
The evidence of the mandibles indicates a divergence 
of the laooda from the main line of development at a point 
parallel with the stage represented by Mysls and the first 
Aaphipoda. 
1. Aaellu8 eommunig. 
Aseilus1 mandible (Fig. 26) is not far removed from 
the aysidaoeaii type. It has a single, sharp proximal ar¬ 
ticulatory condyle (q) , an elongate body with the convex 
lateral margin reminiscent of the outlines of the entomo- 
stracan type, the entoaoatrnoan right-angle-bend producing 
a strong, blunt molar (rao). and an unusually Mysis-like in¬ 
cisor with gnathofiabrium and laclnia mobllia. From the ar¬ 
ticulatory condyle to the attachment of the relatively large 
palpus (ed), the lateral profile is convex as in the Sntomo- 
straca, but beyond this, from the attachment of the palpus 
to the tip of the incisor, the gentle, undulating outline 
produces a sinuous margin, not unlike that of the mandible 
of ICysls. 
The aselloid mandible is very close to the mysidacesn 
type in general shape and in its supernuamry structures, 
closer even than the mandibles of most amphipods. If mandi¬ 
bles are of any phylogenetic significance, those of Aseilus 
would appear to indicate that the aselloid isopods came off 
the crustacean main stem at or very near the level represen- 
ted by Mysls. The mandible of Aseilus. then, represents one 
type of looped chewing organ. 
2. Cycllsticus convexus. 
In Cyollatucls. one of the sow bugs, we find a second 
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type of Iso pod mandible (Fig. 27). This one is an highly 
qualified version of the raysidaoean prototype which has 
emphasized the incisor (in), added peculiar gnathoftutorial 
structures (cl) to a modified molar area (mo), and develop¬ 
ed a large laeinia raobilis (lo). 
The body of the mandible of Cyclisticus is entorao- 
strrcan in that it preserves the convex lateral profile 
and the right-angle bend in the projection of the molar 
at almost right angles from the vertical axis of the man¬ 
dible proper. The true expression of this edtoraostracan 
right-angle bend is concealed by the extension of the 
sharp incisor point dovn beneath and mesally beyond the 
limits of the molar projection. This extension of the 
incisor beneath and beyond the molar results in a convex 
lateral profile, or an uninterrupted arc from the proximal 
to the distal regions of the mandible. 
t , % 
Sow the molar region (mg) in 0ycll3tlcus. as we have 
said, is considerably modified. Its mesal surface is ir¬ 
regular and thatlt bears delicate gnathofirabrial strucutres 
on what ought bo be its masticatory surface would indicate 
that the true molar region is not used as a grinding sur¬ 
face. At the dorsal-moot margin of the golar surface is a 
supra-molar tuft of seta-like hairs constituting a supra- 
molax gnathocillariuffi (cl). This is borne on a blunt spine 
which constitutes the dorsal-most margin of the molar. The 
ventral molar region projects mesally in as a blunt, rounded 
& 
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extension, and bears a sub-molar gnathocillarium (cl) ouch 
as found in Taylorchestla (figs, 30,31, cl). In the region 
between the supra-molar gnathocl liar turn and the sub-molar 
gnathocillarium is a series of undifferentiated hairs - the 
true gnathof imbrluffi (gf). 
Just distal to the highly modified molar in Cycllsticns 
is an enlarged and distinct body (l£), elongate, with a 
hardened, tooth-like terminus. This structure is clearly 
articulated to the mandible nroper in the area just distal 
to the molar. It is very much like a typical crustacean 
endite in appearance, but it is almost inconceivable that 
such an endite would appear almost spontaneously in a single 
Order without exhibiting intermediate stages in other and 
more primitive forms* In a morphological sense, this pe¬ 
culiar structure is in the position of alacinia mobills; 
speaking morphologically, it ought to be a laoinla inobilia, 
but ae to what it actually is (phylogenetically) we are not 
now prepared to say. If it is a tacinia aobilis, it is the 
most highly developed one we have ever seen* 
Distal to the peculiar structure described above is a 
slender incisor point (in) which extends beneath the above 
structure and terminates in a relatively blunt manner. The 
terminus of the incisor has three points, with a slightly 
sunken area between them. In other words, it is not unlike 
a restricted molar surface, and might conceivably function 
in masticating or grinding as well as in tearing and biting. 
It would appear that the broader grinding (?) incisor ter¬ 
minus in Cycllstlcus has taken over the function of chewing 
from the molar region which bears the delicate gnathofia- 
brial superstructures and is hardly suitable for the commin¬ 
ution of food* If this be so* the exhibition of a tendency 
among Crustacea to change the localisation of the chewing 
function from the molar to the incisor is of considerable 
importance* for such a condition could easily lead over to 
the types of mandibles found in Leolsraa (Fig. 38) and in 
Heterojapyx (Fig. 39) and its allies* which appear to have 
done away with the molar entirely* and to have concentrated 
on the development of the incisor. It is* then* quite pos¬ 
sible that in addition to the series which leads directly 
to the machllld mandible* we may find a parallel series 
among Crustacea which will lead to the mandibular tyoes ex¬ 
hibited in Lepisma and the JapygldaeJ 
3. Armadlllldlua. 
In Araadillldium. another pill-bug, we have a mandi¬ 
ble (Fig. 30) similar to that in Cycllstlcus but less highly 
differentiated. Its proximal region* the basignath (bg). 
xese?sbles that of Cyciisticus. but its dlstignath is some¬ 
what different. In the area which projects from the verti¬ 
cal axis of the mandible mesally, there are three sections; 
(1) a stout textenslon, contiguous below with the molar, 
(3) the molar itself (mo) and, (3) the distal incisor (in). 
The stout extension (contiguous with the molar below) 
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bears two separate gnathoclllaria (ci^ or concentrated tufts 
of setae, but tbe region bearing them is above the molar and 
not between it and the incisor as in forms previously con¬ 
sidered. The first tuft or gnatbocillarium is on the dorsal- 
most margin of this stout extension, <>nd the second gnatho- 
cillariua is situated on its raesal margin, this i© the first 
instance among the mandibles described in this paper of 
gnathoflmbrlal structures being *out of place*, i..e, not 
between the solar and incisor. 
Tbs molar (agj projects mesally beyond the stout ex¬ 
tension mentioned above and constitutes merely a blunt cylin¬ 
drical body with a hardened terminus adapted for grinding 
food. 
Distal to the molar, and separate from it is the in¬ 
cisor (in) which, in jumadlllldlura. bears two projecting 
teeth, the Incisor is drawn under the molar so that it ex¬ 
tends mesally as far as does the latter. In Cycllstlcus and 
in Armadillldium the gnathofimbrial tufts are located prox¬ 
imal to the molar. This must be a modified and relatively 
advanced condition inasmuch as lower, more primitive forma 
which bear gnathofimbria always bear them in tbe region be¬ 
tween the molar and the incisor, i.e., in the axil of the 
incisor, so to speak* the axillary position for the gnatho- 
fimbrium is the first, coming in with the mysidacean type of 
mandible. It is the predominant location for this structure 
of Crustaoea and we would conclude that it is also the more 
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primitive* Kandibles bearing gnathofliabrial structures in 
other locations, such as in Qyclisticus and Armadiilidiom, 
auat be considered advanced in respect to these appendices. 
4. Qphaeroma quadrldentatua. 
She mandibXes of Sphaeroma (Fig. 31) are typical of 
those of marine isopods. In these forms the original curved 
profile is gone* and these mandibles appear to be approach¬ 
ing some of the peculiar decapod types. The proximal end of 
the mandible of 3phaeroma is truncate, and the mandible it¬ 
self does not increase much in width throughout its length. 
k strong molar (mo) is present, with a very short fringe of 
hairs around the periphery of its terminus. In the axil of 
the incisor, between the latter and the uolar, is an undif¬ 
ferentiated gnathofimbrium (gf). 
The incisor is not drawn under the molar, but extends 
straight along the vertical axis of the mandible so that the 
lateral profile is almost a straight line, save for gentle 
undulations. 3pbaeroma has a mandibular palpus (ed). The 
peculiar thing about this mandible is the extension of the 
incisor in the direction of the vertical axis, and not 
mesally. This appears tc be a new tendancy which is evi¬ 
dently common among marine Isopoda, and in the unusual man¬ 
dibles of some Deoapoda. 
The mandible of $phaeroma Is primitive in its reten¬ 
tion of the palpus, and in its undifferentiated gnathofimbrlum. 
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5. Idothea baltlca. 
The tendency to extend the incisor is maintained in 
the mandibles of Idothea baltlca (Fig. 33), another marine 
isopod genus. The basignath (bf) is of uniform width fro® 
the truncate proximal margin to the region of the disti- 
gnath (d) which includes the incisor and raolar areas. The 
basignathal seotion is tetrahedral, or rectanguloid in struc¬ 
ture rather th^n being an ellipsoidal body as in mandibles 
previously described. The diatignath (d) is off-set to the 
laterad from the basignath, and is com osed of raolar, in¬ 
cisor and a peouliar median projection bearing the gnatho- 
firahrium (gf). The dorsal margin of the molar Is carried 
aesally to a sharp point. The incisor (in) extends stragiht 
downward in the direction of the vertical axis of the man¬ 
dible body and terminates in two teeth, one posterior to 
the other. In the axil between the incisor and raolar is 
the peculiar projection, a fan-shaped body bearing the 
gnathofimbrial hairs (gf). It is in a suitable position 
to be, morphologically, the laolnla raobilia with the gnatho- 
firabrium imposed upon it, but this is merely speculation. 
We do not know of mandibles with the same or a similar 
structure, and its positive identification must await 
further research. 
6. Idothea phosphorea. 
The mandibles of Idothea rhosohorea (Fig. 33) carry 
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the trends expressed in 3nhaeroma and in baltlca further. 
This mandible is almost deoaoodan in nature. Its basignath 
(b) is pointed proximally, and increases in width up to the 
distignath. The distignath (d) flares out to an egen greater 
width and is composed of an incisor region (in) bearing two 
pointed projections, and a blunt molar area (rao). Between 
the molar and incisor are borne a gnatbofimbrial fringe (gf) 
and a lacinla mobilis (lo). The molar also hears a molar 
tuft or gnathocillariua (cl). Noticeable in the basignathal 
region of Idothea ohosphorea is a reduction of the walls of 
the mandible body, and an increase in the sire of the open¬ 
ing through which the mandibular muscles extend, noticeable 
also in the mandible is the broad "front1* vresented by the 
combined molar and Incisor areas. This mandible leads very 
easily over into some of the unusual "hammer-shaped" mandi¬ 
bles found in certain decapods. 
We note, therefore, a considerable range of mandi¬ 
bular types among the Iso oda. The mandible of Asellus 
(Fig. 36) is very close to the mysldacean prototype. It 
has a sharp, single proximal condyle, the elipsoidal basi¬ 
gnath of the branchlopodan and raysidacean types, and a very 
Mysis-like distignath. The molar is strongly orjected as 
a cylindrical body extending mesally from the mandible, as 
in and the incisor, with the gnatbofimbrial fringe 
and licinia mobilis, is assuredly Mysls-llke in appearance. 
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The mandible of Cycllstlcus (Fig. 37) retains the 
right-angle bend, an heritage from the branchiopodan level, 
the distinct molar and incisor found at the mysidacean 
stage, and modified the gnathofimbrial fringe by producing 
a suora- and a sub-molar gnathocillarium, as well as an un- 
specialized gnathofirabriua. In addition, Oyclistious in¬ 
troduces a reduction of the molar*s capacity fro grinding, 
and indicates that this function has been translocated to 
the incisor. 
The mandible of Armadillldlum (Fig. 30) retains the 
right-angle bend of the Branchiopoda, end the differentia¬ 
tion of the terminal portion of the distignath into molar 
and incisor areas as in Kyats. It introduces a stout re¬ 
gion, contiguous with the molar, irhich bears two gnatho- 
cillarial tufts. 
The mandible of Sphaeroma (Fig. 31) still retains 
traces of the right-angle bend of the branchiopods in 
the mesal extension of the molar, but differs from the 
chewing organs of Cyclistlcus and Armadilltdlua in that the 
incisor is projected in the same vertical direction as the 
main axis of the mandible body instead of being drawn aes- 
ally under the molar. The result is a relatively straight 
lateral porfile with no major contours from the proxirsal- 
most to the distal-most point of the mandible. 
The mandible of Idoth*a baltlca (Fig. 32) introduces 
a "rectanguoloid* basignath, a pointed molar, and a vertical 
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incisor which jute out laterally away from the lateral mer¬ 
ging of the basignath. The result is a broadening of the 
terminus of the distignath. This mandible also bears a pe¬ 
culiar, fan-shaped structure terminating in a tuft of slen¬ 
der spines. 
The mandible of Idothea phosphorea (Fig. 33) carries 
the broadening tendency even further. Its distignath, com¬ 
posed of incisor and molar areas, is the widest part of the 
mandible, and its distal surface is perpendicular to the 
vertical axis of the basignath. All semblance of the branch- 
iopodan right-angle bend is gone, and the resemblance to the 
peculiar *hammer-shaped" mandibles of certain decapods Is 
very marked. 
X. The Peoacodan Types. 
The trends in the Isopod mandibles, then, are t;?oard 
the dooa odon types. In them the incisor becomes as fully 
developed as the molar, and appears to have taken on part, 
at least, of the grinding function. The possibility of the 
transfer to the grinding function from the molar to the in¬ 
cisor, as implied by the mandible of Cyclisticus. is of im¬ 
portance. It indicates that the mandibles of heolsma (Fig. 
38) Heterojapyx (Fig. 29) and their associates may have a- 
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risen by the complete loss of the molar, and the correlative 
emphasis of the Incisor* We believe that a further study of 
isoood mandible8 would reveal examples strikingly like 
those of the Japygidae. Sph^eromp* Idothea blatlca. and 
£• PhQ8.phoreqi lead away from the mysidacean type of man¬ 
dible by giving greater lateral extent to the terminus of 
the distignath until it becomes the widest part of the man¬ 
dible* This trend culminated in the mandible of Idothea 
phosphorea in which the widest part of the mandible, by far, 
lo the distal portion, made u of the incisor and molar re¬ 
gion© which appear to be less distinct, as incisor and molar, 
and in which the whole distal surface begins to take on the 
character of a grinding surface* Some of the Decapoda carry 
the tendency toward amalgamation of the incisor and molar 
areas into a single grinding surface even further. The man¬ 
dible of Cambarus (Fig. 34), for instance, shows an enlarged 
gnathal region in which the distal region would appear to be 
the incisor (in) and the proximal region, the molar (mo), 
but these two regions are fused together to form a compound 
grinding surface. The mandible of Cambarus leads over log¬ 
ically to the * hammer-shaped* types such as represented in 
Panopeus and Pagurus* But among decanode we find mandibles 
of so numerous and various shapes that they must await fur¬ 
ther research for description and interpretation. Suffice 
it to say, however, that there are indications that the 
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* hammer-shaped* mandibles of Oambarua, Fanoneus. Parurus. 
etc., appear to be close to those of such isopodaa types 
as Idothea phosahorea. 
The mandibles of Peca^oda are not included within the 
scope of this paper, save where we have described the man¬ 
dibles of Verblus, Palaeomoneteg and &acrobranchlun. We 
are not prepared to discuss or to attempt to interpret them 
without further opportunities for study. 
?. CCMCLU3I0H3 
Some of the conclusions resulting from this investi¬ 
gation may be enumerated as follows: 
1. The trllobite homologue of the crustacean mandible is 
the first biraaous appendage. Its basal segment is un- 
curved, but its gnathobase bears spines mesally which 
foreshadow the hardened molar areas of crustacean mandi¬ 
bles. 
3. The typical branchiopodan mandible has an undifferentia¬ 
ted gnathobase, a sharp right-angle bend at the junction 
of the basignath and the distignath, but lacks a palpus. 
The condensed molar area in the mandibles of Art am la. 
jUbranchious. Caenesthey1el1a, Daphnia* etc., is evident¬ 
ly a cul-de-sac, and these mandibles represent a line of 
development away from the crustacean main stem. The man¬ 
dible of apus is more orimitive than those of most other 
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Branchlopoda in that its gnathobase is relatively undif¬ 
ferentiated, and shows the possible incipiency of molar 
and incisor regions. 
3. M&ndibles of Copepoda such as Cal anus and Cstracoda such 
as Acanthocyprls would appear to be the most primitive 
types since both are triloblte-llka in structure and ap¬ 
pearance. Each of these mandibles bear* both endooodite 
and exopodite borne on an uncurved basal segment (or man¬ 
dible proper) and an undifferentiated gnathobase. Both 
appear to offer examples of the transitional stages be¬ 
tween the trilobltan and ty leal branchiooodan types of 
mandibles. 
4. Heballa exhibits an incipient incisor, as well as a def¬ 
inite pars molarls. Its large palpus is an archaic re¬ 
tention which might conceivably be of some aid in swim¬ 
ming. 
5. the mysidacean type of mandible is the prototype for 
most higher Crustacea and for the machilld insects, as 
Cram ton has maintained. It develops a definite incisor 
and introduces the gnathofimbriua and laclnia mobilis. 
6. Aoseudea and Plostylls emphasize the trends noted In 
Mysis and lead logically to the maebilid type of mandi¬ 
ble. the mandibles of Verblus and Palaeomonct ~ s are 
very similar in general outline to those of Aoseudes, 
Piastylio and Machllis* 
7. Corophiua introduces a tendency toward a more compact 
. 
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type of mandible. Ihia tendency is emphasised more and 
more in Orchestla. Taylorchestia. Hyalclla and reaches 
its height in Caprella. That all of these mandibles are 
referable to the mysidacean prototype indicates that 
Amobipoda differentated from the main line of crustacean 
descent at or close to the level represented by ilysls. 
8. In certain Ampbiooda and Isopoda the mandibles b ar molar 
tufts of spines to which a new term seems applicable. 
These tufts are apparently derivations the gnathofim- 
brium. To those borne on the proximal of dorsal margin 
of the gnathal surfaoe, we would ap^ly the term suora- 
molar rqiathoclllaria. To those borne on the distal or 
ventral margin of the piathal surface, we would apply 
the term sub-molar gnathoclllarla. 
9. The mandibular structure of Isonods such as Asellus 
indicates that this Order likewise branched from the 
main crustacean stem at or about the level of the 
rayaldacean type. 
10. A tendency to do away with the molar area and to trans¬ 
fer the gnathal function to the incisor is inferred in 
the mandible of Oycllstious. and this is important in 
that further research may indicate a source among iso od 
mandibles for a prototype for tb03e found in L>plsaa> 
Heterolapyx. etc., which have done away with the molar 
entirely. 
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XI. In Sphaeroaa a new tendency la introduced, for the in¬ 
cisor extends straight forward in the same direction 
as the main axis of the mandible body. 
12. The tendency to extend the incisor straight along the 
axis of the mandible is supplemented in I. ohoeohorea 
by a new tendency, namely for the lnciaor area to 
extend laterad of the baslgnath. This results in an in¬ 
crease of the "front* of the combined molar and in¬ 
cisor areas and leads over to the *hammer-shaped" 
mandibles of certain Decapods* 
13. The present investigation confirms the previous claims 
that Crustacea offer prototypes for the machilid man¬ 
dible. It further indicates that the Amphipoda and 
Iso oda had their source close to the evolutionary level 
represented by Mysis. A possible derivation of the 
lepismatid and Jaoygidaean type of mandible has been 
indicated among the Isonoda, may be assumed that 
further research will reveal mandibles similar to these 
and to the mandibles of certain Decaroda among the 
isopods. 
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a, - articulatory condyle. 
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e, - exopodlte. 
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k, - adductor ligament of mandibles. 
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lc, - laciniai mobilis. 
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mf, — molar flagellum, 
mo, - molar. 
pro, - premotor muscle of mandible, 
re, - remotor muscle of mandible, 
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